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Preface 

The Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy User's Guide – 
Service Request Management Data provides additional information for the onboarding of 
SRM data to BMC Service Request Management using the Effective Transport 
application. For general information on using Effective Transport to onboard data, see the 
Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy User's Guide.  

Effective Transport is part of Effect-Tech’s growing suite of data management products. 
Run in conjunction with the BMC Remedy applications, Effective Transport significantly 
streamlines the time and effort required to configure and maintain the BMC Remedy IT 
Service Management (ITSM), Atrium CMDB, Service Request Management (SRM), and 
Service Level Management (SLM) applications.  

Audience 

This document is written for individuals responsible for using the Effective Transport 
application to onboard SRM data to the BMC Remedy 8.1 BMC Service Request 
Management application. 

Related documents 

The following documents contain additional information about the Effective Transport 
software: 

Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy 

 Installation Guide 

 Concepts Guide 

 Release Notes 

 User's Guide 

 User's Guide, ITSM & People Data 

 User's Guide, Asset & CMDB Data 

 User's Guide, Service Level Management Data 

 Customization Guide 

Contacting Us 

For questions about Effective Transport or other products by Effect-Tech, contact 
Customer Support at information@effect-tech.com.  

 

Effective Technologies   

2804 Mission College Blvd, Suite 210  

Santa Clara, CA 95054  

Phone: (408) 834-7554  

Fax: (408) 834-7571  

Email: information@effect-tech.com   

Web site: http://www.effect-tech.com

mailto:information@effect-tech.com
http://www.effect-tech.com/
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Chapter 1 

Understanding SRD datalinks 

This guide provides information that is specific for the onboarding of BMC Service 
Request Management (SRM) data using the Transport datalinks. For general information 
about onboarding data using Effective Transport, see the Effective Transport Data 
Management Suite for BMC Remedy User's Guide. 

NOTE: See the Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy Release 
Notes for updates that were made to the Effective Transport application after publication 
of this document. 

The Effective Transport application is comprised of a series of datalinks that are used to 
import and transport data from an external source (CSV files or LDAP directory) to BMC 
Remedy applications on a local server. Effective Transport can then be used to promote 
the data to one or more remotely deployed servers. 

The Transport datalinks provide a streamlined method to bulk load service request 
definitions (SRD) and their components (e. g. Process Definition Templates/PDT, 
Application Object Templates/AOT) to create requestable offerings in BMC Service 
Request Management 

A datalink is specific for a given type of data (for example, Service Request 
Definition/SRD data) and consists of a collection of forms, workflow and data 
components. The primary components of a datalink are the CSV file (data source), an 
intermediary staging form, an ARM mapping file, and the target application form. 

NOTE: The CSV files are located in the Data subdirectory and the ARM files in Mappings 
subdirectory of the Transport installation directory (by default, C:\Datalink\ on Windows and 
/usr/datalink on Unix). 

Table 1 displays the relationships between the SRM data types, datalinks, CSV files, 
staging forms, and primary application forms. Note that secondary application forms are 
not included in this table. 

SRM  
DATA TYPE 

DATALINK CSV FILE STAGING FORM APPLICATION 
FORM 

Work Order 
Template 

60-CSVtoWorkOrder 
Template-Datalink 

workorder_template 
.csv 

EffectTech:Datalink:QuickStart: 
SRM:Stage:WorkOrder 
Template 

WOI:Template 

Navigational 
Category 

65-CSVtoNavigational 
Category-Datalink 

navigational_ 
category.csv 

EffectTech:Datalink:QuickStart: 
SRM:Stage:Navigational 
Category 

SRM:Categories 

SRD Level 68-CSVtoSRDLevel 
-Datalink 

srd_level.csv EffectTech:Datalink:QuickStart: 
SRM:Stage:SRDLevel 

SRD:SRDLevel 

Application 
Object 
Template 

70-CSVtoAppObj 
Template-Datalink 

appobjtmp.csv EffectTech:Datalink:QuickStart: 
SRM:Stage:AppObjectTemplate 

SRM:AppTemplate 
Bridge 

Process 
Definition 
Template 

72-CSVtoProcessDef 
Template-Datalink 

pdtemplate.csv EffectTech:Datalink:QuickStart: 
SRM:Stage:ProcessDef 
Template 

SRM:ProcessDefinition 
Template 

Service 
Request 
Definition 

75-CSVtoSRD-Datalink srd.csv EffectTech:Datalink:QuickStart: 
SRM:Stage:ServiceReq 
Definition 

SRD:ServiceRequest 
Definition 

Table 1 - Relationships between data types, CSV files, datalinks, staging forms & application forms for SRM data 
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Chapter 2 

Understanding the SRD build process 

A solid understanding of a service request definition (SRD) and the various building 
blocks that make up an SRD will help you to utilize the SRD datalinks more effectively.  

 
Figure 1 - Service Request Definition (SRD) hierarchy 

Service Request Definition (SRD) 

An SRD represents a service offering in the BMC Service Request Catalog. It defines the 
business process for fulfilling service requests. Each SRD provides the necessary 
information to facilitate the selection and fulfillment of a particular service offering; for 
instance, the categorization, effective start and end dates, and approval criteria.  

Process Definition Template (PDT) 

An SRD calls upon a process definition template (PDT) which defines the business 
process that is used to fulfill the service request. For example, if a user requests the 
installation of a software application, the process might include ordering the software, 
adding the application to the inventory system, and installing the software. 

A PDT consists of the application object templates (see below), and may also include 
nested PDTs, that are needed to complete a service request.  

NOTE: A PDT cannot be nested inside itself. 

The fulfillment requests (the AOTs and nested PDTs that are associated with the PDT) 
can be run in one of the following ways. 

 In parallel 

The PDT is designed so that fulfillment requests are activated simultaneously; 
fulfillment providers can work on the requests at the same time or in any order.  
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For example, for a request for a laptop for a new employee, you can create a PDT 
that creates one request to verify the employee's information and another to search 
for an available laptop to assign; the requests can be performed simultaneously or in 
any order. 

 In a strict sequence 

The PDT is designed so that the first fulfillment request must be completed before the 
second fulfillment request is activated. Similarly, the second fulfillment request must 
be completed before the third fulfillment request is activated, and so on. 

For example, for a request for a new phone line, the first assignee must complete the 
first change request (e.g. remove old phone line) before the second request is 
activated (e.g. test the new phone line). 

 Based on conditional flow  

The PDT is designed with flow criteria that determines if the next action is executed 
or bypassed.  

For example, if the first change request is completed, create the second change 
request. However, if the first change request is not approved, create an incident 
instead. 

Processes created with Process Designer 

BMC Remedy IT Service Management 8.x includes the Process Designer feature 
(formerly the Abydos Process Designer). You can use the BMC Process Designer to 
define a process to be used (instead of a Process Definition Template) when a Service 
Request Definition is created. These processes must be created within the BMC Process 
Designer, but once created they can be attached to an SRD using Effective Transport. 
For more information about the Process Designer capabilities, refer to the BMC 
documentation, BMC Remedy ITSM Process Designer Configuration Guide and BMC 
Remedy ITSM Process Designer Users Guide. 

Application Object Template (AOT) 

An application object template represents a step required to complete the process 
defined by the PDT. In the PDT example above, the process of ordering the software 
program might include steps to contact the vendor, create a purchase order, and so on. 
An AOT serves as the interface to the backend application that fulfills the service request 
and results in one of the following backend processes: 

 Quick Launch of a URL (Quick Launch AOT) 

 Generation of a fulfillment ticket that can be change, incident, or work order request. 
The AOT may or may not leverage a change, incident, or work order template. 

Application templates 

An AOT can refer to an application template to pre-populate fields in the fulfillment 
record. For example, you can use the following application templates for routine 
incidents, standard changes, or work orders that users frequently request:  

 Work order templates (WOT) with the Work Order Management application included 
in BMC Service Request Management. 

 Change templates with BMC Remedy Change Management included in the BMC IT 
Service Management Suite. 

 Incident templates with BMC Remedy Incident Management included in the BMC IT 
Service Management Suite. 
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NOTE: You can create an AOT without an application template; for example, a Quick 
Launch AOT or an AOT with AOT Type of NO TEMPLATE. 
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Chapter 3 

Out-of-the-box CSV Files 

This chapter provides the following information for working with the CSV files for the SRM 
datalinks. 

 Dependencies among CSV files 

 Line types in CSV files 

 Working in localized environments  

 Unique keys for updating application forms 

 Data values 

Dependencies among CSV files 

The Transport datalinks use a bottoms-up approach to build the SRDs. That is, the 
underlying components (e.g. AOT, PDT) must be defined before you can build the SRD.  

NOTE: SRDs frequently leverage other ITSM data (including Operational and Product 
categories), as well as Service Level Management targets and Asset CI data. These data 
components must be loaded before you build any SRDs that leverage them. For data 
dependency between the datalinks, see the Effective Transport Data Management Suite 
for BMC Remedy User's Guide. 

Effect-Tech recommends that you populate the SRD-related CSV files in the following 
order to create SRDs: 

1. Work Order Template (WOT) (and any other application templates) 

2. Navigational Category 

3. SRD Level 

4. Application Object Template (AOT) 

5. Process Definition Template (PDT) 

6. Service Request Definition (SRD) 

Line types in CSV files 

Some of the CSV files contain a column titled Line type. Line types are used to define 
what each row in a CSV file represents; they act as cues to the workflow on the staging 
forms. The following are common line types used by Effective Transport. See the CSV 
column mapping tables below for line types that are specific to a particular data type. 

LINE TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Base Creates and/or updates entries on the main object itself. There is a one-to-one 
mapping with fields in the form. For example, a Base line type within the 

work_template.csv file will have columns of data pushed from the staging form 

directly into the Work Template form. A Base line type within the srd.csv file will 
have columns of data pushed from the staging form directly into the Service 
Request Definition form.  

Flow Creates an association between the parent object (defined with the Base line type) 
and its children. For most templates, the children will be task group templates 
and/or task templates. A Work Order Template will have children that are either 
Task Group Templates or Task Templates. The Flow line type will cause 
relationship data to be created in the WOI association forms. 
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LINE TYPE DESCRIPTION 

Action Signals the workflow to carry out a particular action. For example, an Action line 
type with a value of Delete Child Associations will trigger the deletion of existing 
relationship data before it can be re-created. See individual CSV file sections for 
acceptable values for the Action line type. 

Table 2 - Common line types in CSV files 

Working in localized environments 

Entries in specific columns of the CSV files must be in English, even if you are using 
Effective Transport to onboard data in a localized environment. These CSV columns are 
marked ‘Yes’ in the MUST BE IN ENGLISH? column in the tables below. 

Unique keys for updating application forms 

The SRM datalinks use the unique keys listed in Table 3 to determine whether entries on 
the staging forms are used to create a new entry or update an existing entry on the 
corresponding application forms. 

DATALINK APPLICATION FORM UNIQUE KEY 

Work Order Template WOI:Template Template Name,  
Location Company 

Application Object 
Template 

SRM:AppTemplateBridge_Base Company, Name, Locale 

Navigational Category SRM:Categories Category Level, CategoryName, 
Category_Locale 

SRD Level SRD:SRDLevel Level Tag, Locale 

Process Definition 
Template 

SRM:ProcessDefinitionTemplate Company, Name, Version, Locale 

Service Request Definition SRD:ServiceRequestDefinition Company, Title, Version, Locale 

Table 3 - Unique keys for updating SRM application forms 

Data values 

When you enter data in the CSV files, it is important to enter data of the correct type and 
format. Some columns will accept only the entries listed in the 'Value' column of the 
column mapping tables (for example, the 'Work Order Type' column in the 
workorder_template.csv file). For these columns, select one of the valid entries to enter in the 
CSV file.  

In other columns in the CSV files, you can select from one of the values listed in the drop-
down menu for that field (listed in the staging or application form). These columns are 
noted as Based on data from menu in the 'Value' column.  

For columns where the data value and format are not specified in the 'Value' column of 
the CSV column mapping tables, the entry must be a character-based value and a valid 
entity within the category (for example, the 'Region' column in the location.csv files requires 
the name of a valid Region for that company).  

This section provides acceptable values and formats for CSV columns that require the 
following data types: 

 Currency 

 Date/Time 
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Currency 

For columns that specify a currency value, use the format, UED CC.  

UED 

 

User-entered decimal value that is based on the currency code. 

For example, for US dollars that use the USD currency code, the UED is a 
decimal number with 2-digit precision where thousands are separated by a 
comma, e.g. $25,999.99 USD. 

CC Currency code. 

Effective Transport supports the following currency codes: 

 USD (default)  

 EUR 

 GBP  

 JPY 

 CAD 

NOTE: If the currency code is not specified, USD is used by default. If a 
preferred currency code is defined on the AR System User Preference 
form, that value will overwrite the default USD currency code. See BMC 
Remedy documentation for more information. 

Table 4 - Currency format supported by Effective Transport 

Date/Time 

For columns that specify a Time/Date value, use the format defined on the AR System 
server. Contact your AR System Administrator for this information. 

CSV column mapping tables 

This section details the columns and valid entries for the CSV files that correspond to the 
following SRD datalinks: 

 Work Order Template  
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 Navigational Category 

 SRD Level 

 Application Object Template 

 Process Definition Template 

 Service Request Definition 
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Work Order Template 

The datalink 60-CSVtoWorkOrderTemplate-Datalink uses data in the 

workorder_template.csv file to create and update a work order template. Each work order 

template in the workorder_template.csv file requires a row of line type Base and may have, 
in addition, one or more rows of line type Flow or Action. 

 Base – The Base line type creates and updates entries on the SRM work order 
template form.  

 Flow - The Flow line type creates an association between the work order template 
and its children task group templates and/or task templates. The data will be pushed 
to the template association forms.  

 Action – The only available value for the Action line type is Delete Child Associations, 
which deletes the associations between a work order template and its children task 
group templates and/or task templates. The deletions make it possible to reset and 
redefine the associations. 

NOTE: The Work Order Template datalink supports the first 20 generic “Type” fields on 
the Work Order and Work Order Template Details tabs. 

COLUMN NAME REQUIRED? 

Note: 
Empty = No 

VALUE MUST BE IN 
ENGLISH? 

Note: 
Empty = No 

MAPPED TO 
MAPPING 
FILE 

Data Link Name Yes “60-CSVtoWorkOrder 
Template-Datalink” 

 800000089 

Line Type* Yes “Base”, “Flow”, “Action” Yes 800003000 

Location Company* Yes  Based on data from menu  1000000001 

Summary* Yes   1000000000 

Template Name* Yes   800000710 

Datalink Description    800009179 

Work Order Type* Yes (LT=Base) “General”, “Project” Yes 800003500 

Company* Yes  Based on data from menu  1000000082 

Child Name* Yes (LT=Flow)   10007305 

Child Type* Yes (LT=Flow) “Task Group Template”  
“Task Template”  

 10007303 

Sequence* Yes (LT=Flow) [Integer, 1-10000]  10003022 

Instance Number LT=Flow [Integer, 1-1000] 

If empty, will set to 1. 

 10007304 

Action* Yes (LT=Action) “Delete Child Associations”   800003003 

Business Service LT=Base Based on data from menu.  200000020 

Notes LT=Base   10000101 

Region LT=Base Based on data from menu.  200000012 

Site Group LT=Base Based on data from menu.  200000007 

Site LT=Base Based on data from menu.  260000001 

Operational 
Category 1 

LT=Base Based on data from menu.  1000000063 

Operational 
Category 2 

LT=Base Based on data from menu.  1000000064 

Operational 
Category 3 

LT=Base Based on data from menu.  1000000065 

Product Category 1 LT=Base Based on data from menu.  1000001270 
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COLUMN NAME REQUIRED? 

Note: 
Empty = No 

VALUE MUST BE IN 
ENGLISH? 

Note: 
Empty = No 

MAPPED TO 
MAPPING 
FILE 

Product Category 2 LT=Base Based on data from menu.  1000001271 

Product Category 3 LT=Base Based on data from menu.  1000001272 

Product Name LT=Base Based on data from menu.  1000002268 

Model/Version LT=Base Based on data from menu.  1000002269 

Manufacturer LT=Base   1000002270 

Manager Support 
Company 

LT=Base Based on data from menu.  1000000251 

Manager Support 
Organization 

LT=Base Based on data from menu.  1000000014 

Manager Support 
Group Name 

LT=Base Based on data from menu.  1000000015 

Manager Full Name LT=Base Based on data from menu.  1000000403 

Assignee Support 
Company 

LT=Base Based on data from menu.  1000003228 

Assignee Support 
Organization 

LT=Base Based on data from menu.  1000003227 

Assignee Support 
Group Name 

LT=Base Based on data from menu.  1000003229 

Assignee Full Name LT=Base Based on data from menu.  1000003230 

WO Type Field 1 
Label 

WO = Work Order 

LT=Base   377770001 

WO Type Field 1 LT=Base   377770011 

WO Type Field 2 
Label 

LT=Base   377770002 

WO Type Field 2 LT=Base   377770012 

WO Type Field 3 
Label 

LT=Base   377770003 

WO Type Field 3 LT=Base   377770013 

WO Type Field 4 
Label 

LT=Base   377770004 

WO Type Field 4 LT=Base   377770014 

WO Type Field 5 
Label 

LT=Base   377770005 

WO Type Field 5 LT=Base   377770015 

WO Type Field 6 
Label 

LT=Base   377770006 

WO Type Field 6 LT=Base   377770016 

WO Type Field 7 
Label 

LT=Base   377770007 

WO Type Field 7 LT=Base   377770017 

WO Type Field 8 
Label 

LT=Base   377770008 

WO Type Field 8 LT=Base   377770018 

WO Type Field 9 
Label 

LT=Base   377770009 

WO Type Field 9 LT=Base   377770019 
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COLUMN NAME REQUIRED? 

Note: 
Empty = No 

VALUE MUST BE IN 
ENGLISH? 

Note: 
Empty = No 

MAPPED TO 
MAPPING 
FILE 

WO Type Field 10 
Label 

LT=Base   303562800 

WO Type Field 10 LT=Base   303408700 

WO Type Field 11 
Label 

LT=Base   303563300 

WO Type Field 11 LT=Base   303408800 

WO Type Field 12 
Label 

LT=Base   303563400 

WO Type Field 12 LT=Base   303408900 

WO Type Field 13 
Label 

LT=Base   303563500 

WO Type Field 13 LT=Base   303409000 

WO Type Field 14 
Label 

LT=Base   303563600 

WO Type Field 14 LT=Base   303409100 

WO Type Field 15 
Label 

LT=Base   303563700 

WO Type Field 15 LT=Base   303409200 

WO Type Field 16 
Label 

LT=Base   303563800 

WO Type Field 16 LT=Base   303409300 

WO Type Field 17 
Label 

LT=Base   303563900 

WO Type Field 17 LT=Base   303409400 

WO Type Field 18 
Label 

LT=Base   303564000 

WO Type Field 18 LT=Base   303409500 

WO Type Field 19 
Label 

LT=Base   303564100 

WO Type Field 19 LT=Base   303409600 

WO Type Field 20 
Label 

LT=Base   303564200 

WO Type Field 20 LT=Base   303409700 

RootScriptInstanceID    800009025 

Main Parent Tag    800003510 

Record Status* Yes 
(LT=Base) 

“Enabled”, “Offline” 

If left empty, defaults to 
“Enabled.” 

Yes 800010309 

Submitter Yes appadmin 

This is the last column in 
the CSV file and must be 
filled even though the 
value will not be mapped.  

  

Table 5 - CSV Column Mappings for Work Order Template 
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Navigational Category 

The datalink 65-CSVtoNavigationalCategory-Datalink uses data in the CSV file 

navigational_category.csv to create navigational category entries under which the SRDs will 
appear. Using this datalink is equivalent to using the BMC Remedy Application 
Administration Console to define navigational categories (Application Admin > Custom 
Config tab > Service Request Management > Navigational Categories > Navigational 
Categories. 

COLUMN NAME REQUIRED? 

Note: 
Empty = No 

VALUE MUST BE IN 
ENGLISH? 

Note: 
Empty = No 

MAPPED TO 
MAPPING 
FILE 

Data Link Name Yes “65-CSVtoNavigational 
Category-Datalink” 

 800000089 

Line Type* Yes “Base”, “Locale” Yes 800003000 

Company Yes Based on data from menu.  1000000001 

Category 1* Yes Based on data from menu.  1000000744, 
302830900 

Category 2  Based on data from menu.  1000000745, 
302831000 

Category 3  Based on data from menu.  1000000746, 
302831100 

Category 1  
Image Name 

LT=Base Name of image as defined 
in SRS:ServiceRequestImages.  

If not specified, Default 
image is used. 

 800010991 

Category 1 
Description 

LT=Base   302889900 

Category 2 
Description 

LT=Base   800011000 

Category 3 
Description 

LT=Base   800011001 

Category 1  
Sort Order 

LT=Base [Integer, 1-100000]  302889300 

Category 2  
Sort Order 

LT=Base [Integer, 1-100000]  800011002 

Category 3  
Sort Order 

LT=Base [Integer, 1-100000]  800011003 

Locale LT=Locale Based on data from menu.  800003538 

Locale Specific 
Category 1 

LT=Locale   800011004 

Locale Specific 
Category 2 

LT=Locale   800011005 

Locale Specific 
Category 3 

LT=Locale   800011006 

Locale Specific 
Category 1 
Description 

LT=Locale   800011008 

Locale Specific 
Category 2 
Description 

LT=Locale   800011009 

Locale Specific 
Category 3 
Description 

LT=Locale   800011010 
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COLUMN NAME REQUIRED? 

Note: 
Empty = No 

VALUE MUST BE IN 
ENGLISH? 

Note: 
Empty = No 

MAPPED TO 
MAPPING 
FILE 

Locale Specific 
Category 1  
Image Name 

LT=Locale Name of the image as 
defined in 
SRS:ServiceRequestImages.  

If not specified, Default 
image is used. 

 800011007 

Locale Specific 
Category 1  
Sort Order 

LT=Locale [Integer, 1-100000]  800011011 

Locale Specific 
Category 2  
Sort Order 

LT=Locale [Integer, 1-100000]  800011012 

Locale Specific 
Category 3  
Sort Order 

LT=Locale [Integer, 1-100000]  800011013 

Record Status  “Active”, “Inactive” Yes 800010429 

Submitter Yes appadmin 

This is the last column on 
the CSV file and must be 
filled even though value 
will not be mapped. 

  

Table 6 - CSV Column Mappings for Navigational Category 
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SRD Level 

The datalink 68-CSVtoSRDLevel-Datalink uses data in the CSV file srd_level.csv to create 
SRD-level entries used by the service request definitions. This is an optional step in 
defining which values populate the menu on the SRD Level field in the Service Request 
Definition form. 

COLUMN NAME REQUIRED 
(YES/NO)? 

VALUE MUST BE IN 
ENGLISH? 

Note: 
Empty = No 

MAPPED TO 
MAPPING FILE 

Data Link Name Yes “68-CSVtoSRDLevel-Datalink”  800000089 

Level Tag* Yes   302830900 

Locale Yes Based on data from menu  800003538 

Company Yes Based on data from menu  1000000001 

Level* Yes   1000000744 

Record Status* Yes “Enabled”, “Offline” 

If left empty, defaults to 
“Enabled.” 

Yes 800010309 

Submitter Yes appadmin 

This is the last column on the 
CSV file and must be filled 
even though value will not be 
mapped. 

  

Table 7 - CSV Column Mappings for SRD Level 
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Application Object Template 

The datalink 70-CSVtoAppObjTemplate-Datalink uses data in the CSV file appobjtmp.csv 
to create and update application object templates (AOT).  

Onboarding AOT data is equivalent to creating AOTs using the Application Admin consol 
(Application Admin > Custom Configuration > Service Request Management > 
Application Configuration > Define Application Object Template). 

Each application object template in the appobjtmp.csv file requires a row of line type Base 
and may have, in addition, one or more rows of line type Display Property. 

 Base – The Base line type creates and updates entries on the SRM application 
object template form.  

 Display Property – The Display Property line type defines how the entry will look in 
another locale. 

COLUMN NAME REQUIRED? 

Note: 
Empty = No 

VALUE MUST BE IN 
ENGLISH? 

Note: 
Empty = No 

MAPPED TO 
MAPPING 
FILE 

Data Link Name Yes “70-CSVtoAppObj 
Template-Datalink” 

 800000089 

Line Type* Yes “Base”, “Display Property” Yes 800003000 

Company* Yes Based on data from menu.  301453000 

Name* Yes   301287500 

Datalink Description    800009179 

Summary* Yes   800003525 

App Registry Name*  Yes (LT=Base) “BMC Remedy Change 
Management”, 
 “BMC Remedy Incident 
Management”, 
 “Work Order Application” 

Yes 301289000 

Type*  Yes (LT=Base) “NO TEMPLATE”, “Quick 
Launch”, “TEMPLATE” 

Yes 300062100 

Locale    800003538 

End User Displayed 
Name  

LT=Display 
Property 

Name of the AOT to 
appear at runtime in the 
Request Entry console. 

 303439400 

URL  Yes if 
Type*=Quick 
Launch 
(LT=Base) 

URL needed to launch the 
window for Quick Launch 
AOT. 

 302911400 

Template Name*  Yes if Type*= 
TEMPLATE 
(LT=Base) 

Name of application 
template to register with 
the AOT. 

 301244700 

Target Data  LT=Base Target Data format: 

target field name1|default 
value1|exposed1; target field 
name2|default 
value2|exposed2;… 

where exposed1 and 
exposed 2 is either Yes or 
No 

Yes 
(for Exposed 
Flag value) 

800003526 

RootScriptInstanceID  Used only by the SRD 
QuickBuilder.  
Do not delete this column. 

 800009025 
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COLUMN NAME REQUIRED? 

Note: 
Empty = No 

VALUE MUST BE IN 
ENGLISH? 

Note: 
Empty = No 

MAPPED TO 
MAPPING 
FILE 

Main Parent Tag  Used only by the SRD 
QuickBuilder.  
Do not delete this column. 

 800003510 

Record Status* Yes 
(LT=Base) 

“Active”, “Inactive” 

If left empty, defaults to 
“Active.” 

Yes 800010309 

Submitter Yes appadmin 

This is the last column on 
the CSV file and must be 
filled even though value 
will not be mapped. 

  

Table 8 - CSV Column Mappings for Application Object Template 

NOTE: The Target Data column allows you to expose fields for target data, define a 
default value, and determine whether the fields will be exposed for the SR to map into. 
The format for each field is:  

Database field name1|default value1|Exposed=Yes/No. 

You can have multiple target data entries. Use a semi-colon to separate the fields. 

In the following example, TypeField_Char1 has default text; the remaining fields have no 
default values. Note that all fields are exposed to the SRD.  

Typefield_Char1|Enter PO Number here|Yes;Typefield_Char2||Yes;Typefield_Char3||Yes; 
Typefield_Char4||Yes  

IMPORTANT: You can map into any field, including custom fields created within your 
own installation, as long as the field exists on the interface form and the field has 
been configured as Application Target Data. Configuration of Application Target data 
is done through the BMC Remedy Application Administration Console (Application Admin 
> Custom Config > Service Request Management > Application Configuration > Define 
Application Target Data). 
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Process Definition Template 

The datalink 72-CSVtoProcessDevTemplate-Datalink uses data in the CSV file 

pdtemplate.csv to create and update the process definition templates.  

Entries in the pdtemplate.csv file have one of the following line types. The line types 

correspond to the various steps in creating a PDT using the BMC SRM interface; multiple 
entries together create a single PDT. 

 Base – The Base line type creates and updates entries on the Process Definition 
template form and allows for association of one child entry. 

NOTE: If a PDT has only one child in the process (one PDT or one AOT makes up 
the entire process), you can specify information about that child object in the Base 
line type. 

 Variable – The Variable line type defines a variable within the given PDT.  Variables 
are used to store and pass data within the process. Variables always belong to a 
particular PDT and are not reusable by other PDTs. Variables can be used to pass 
data between “sibling” PDTs (that is, PDTs that are both children of a given SRD); 
however, they cannot otherwise be shared among PDTs.  

NOTE: BMC Service Request Management works best if variable names are unique. 
Effective Transport best practice is to include a unique indicator as part of the name 
of the variable. For example, if the SRD/PDT will be titled “New Network Printer,” 
then the variables for Region, and Site might be named Region_nnp and Site_nnp. 

 Flow – The Flow line type creates the association between a process definition 
template and its children process definition templates and/or application object 
templates. This data will be pushed to the SRM association form. Use the Flow line 
type for strictly sequential flow; that is, one without any conditions. For a PDT with 
only one object in the process, the Flow line type is optional. 

NOTE: To define more complex conditional flow, see Flow Item & FlowAdv line types 
below. 

 Flow Item & FlowAdv – The Flow Item and FlowAdv line types are used together to 
define more complex flow that uses conditions. These two line types are used to 
define a flow that is not strictly sequential and have fulfillment items that are executed 
based on a conditions defined with variables in the PDT. 

NOTE: To define a conditional process, first draw the process in flow chart format 
either on paper or with a graphics application like Visio. The process will be made up 
of AOTs, PDTs and conditions. In the CSV file, a FlowItem line is required for each 
item in the drawing (AOT, PDT, Condition.) The FlowItem lines will be followed by 
FlowAdvanced lines to dictate the flow of the process.  There are some special types 
of FlowAdvanced lines that are described under Working with the Process Definition 
Template CSV file below. 

 Process Mapping – The Process Mapping line type is used to map data either from 
outside the process to objects inside the process (such as from the service request to 
a work order that is part of the PDT being defined) or to map data between process 
components (such as from the first work order to be executed to a subsequent 
incident). Mappings can be built between variables and AOT target data. Variables 
can be input variables or output variables. Whenever you use a variable for mapping, 
you need to specify the PDT with which that variable is associated with the Process 
Map In/Output PDT columns. If those columns are blank, the PDT is assumed to be 
the one currently being built. 
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 Locale – The Locale line type defines how the PDT End User Displayed Name and 
Description are displayed in different languages. Each locale requires its own Locale 
line within the CSV file. 

NOTE: If different locales are specified in the CSV file, the table of PDTs in the 
Service Catalog Manager Console will display the same PDT multiple times with the 
only difference being the locale-related fields.  

 Action – The Action line type can have a value of Delete Child Associations or Build 
Flow.  

 Delete Child Associations deletes the associations between a process definition 
template and its children PDTs and/or AOTs. The deletions make it possible to 
reset and redefine the associations.   

 Build Flow will trigger the creation of necessary data in the SRM:AppTemplateFlow 
form to make the process flow correctly. 

COLUMN NAME REQUIRED? 

Note: 
Empty = No 

VALUE MUST BE IN 
ENGLISH? 

Note: 
Empty = No 

MAPPED TO 
MAPPING 
FILE 

Data Link Name Yes “72-CSVtoProcessDef 
Template-Datalink” 

Yes 800000089 

Datalink Description  Description of the datalink.  800009179 

Line Type* Yes “Base”, “Variable”, “Flow”, 
“FlowItem”, “FlowAdv”, 
“Process Mapping”, 
“Locale”, “Action” 

Yes 800003000 

Company* Yes Must be a valid Company 
name or –Global–. 

 301453000 

PDT Name* Yes User-defined name for the 
PDT. 

 301244700 

Version Number  If defined, will be used as 
part of the key throughout 
SRM. 

 301307300 

End User Display Name* Yes Name that is displayed to 
the end user. 

 303439400 

Description LT=Base Description of the PDT.  301244800 

Category* Yes 
(LT=Base) 

This field always has a 
value of "Generic."  

Yes 1000000063 

Request Type* Yes 
(LT=Base) 

“Standard”, “Quick Launch” 
Yes 800005152 

Child Type* Yes  
(if LT=Flow, 
FlowItem, or 
FlowAdv) 

"Process Definition 
Template", "AOT" 

Required for flow-related 
line types. The Child Type 
can be specified on the 
Base line type if the PDT 
has only one child. 

Yes 800005154, 
800005155 

Child Name* Yes  
(if LT=Flow, 
FlowItem, or 
FlowAdv) 

Name of the AOT or (child) 
PDT.  

The Child Name can be 
specified on the Base line 
type if the PDT has only 
one child. 

 301287500, 
10007305 
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COLUMN NAME REQUIRED? 

Note: 
Empty = No 

VALUE MUST BE IN 
ENGLISH? 

Note: 
Empty = No 

MAPPED TO 
MAPPING 
FILE 

Child Version #  
 

LT=Flow, 
FlowItem, or 
FlowAdv 

Version number for the 
child PDT. If defined, will 
be used as part of the key 
throughout SRM for that 
object. 

 800005167 

Instance  Yes  
(if LT=Flow, 
FlowItem, or 
FlowAdv) 

[Integer] 

If left empty, will be set to 
1.  

Required for flow-related 
line types to indicate which 
instance of a given child 
the given flow refers to.  

 10007304 

Sequence* Yes (for 
LT=Flow 
only) 

[Integer] 

Required for Flow line type 
only (NOT FlowItem or 
FlowAdv) to specify the 
sequence of the AOT or 
PDT in the process. 

 10003022 

Condition Definition LT=FlowAdv “True”, “False”, “Always” Yes 800011029 

Show in Simplified View? LT=Base, 
Flow, or 
FlowItem 

“Yes” or empty Yes 800011597, 
800011596 

FlowAdv From Child Type LT=FlowAdv “Process Definition 
Template”, “AOT”, 
“Condition”, “Condition-
Close”, “Closed Condition” 

Yes 811000051 

FlowAdv From Child Name Yes (for 
LT=FlowAdv) 

In addition to the variable 
name, value can also be 
"START." 

 811000052 

FlowAdv From Child 
Version 

LT=FlowAdv 
 

 811000053 

FlowAdv From Child 
Instance 

LT=FlowAdv [Integer]  

If left empty, will be set to 
1. 

 811000054 

FlowAdv To Child Type LT=FlowAdv “Process Definition 
Template”, “AOT”, 
“Condition” 

Yes 811000055 

FlowAdv To Child Name Yes (for 
LT=FlowAdv) 

In addition to the variable 
name, value can also be 
"END." 

 811000056 

FlowAdv To Child Version LT=FlowAdv   811000057 

FlowAdv To Child Instance LT=FlowAdv [Integer]  

If left empty, will be set to 
1. 

 811000058 

FlowAdv If Prior Condition LT=FlowAdv  Yes 800011499 

Variable Name Yes (for 
LT=Variable) 

Name of the variable.  
 800003703 

Variable Description LT=Variable Description of the variable.  10000101 

Variable Default Value LT=Variable Default value for the 
variable. 

 301404700 

Variable Type Yes (for 
LT=Variable)  

“Process Input”, “Process 
Output”, “Internal” 

 800003704 
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COLUMN NAME REQUIRED? 

Note: 
Empty = No 

VALUE MUST BE IN 
ENGLISH? 

Note: 
Empty = No 

MAPPED TO 
MAPPING 
FILE 

Variable Input Required LT=Variable "Yes", "No".  

Specify for Line Type = 
Variable. The default is 
"No." 

Yes 800003705 

Process Map Target Data Yes (for 
LT=Process 
Mapping) 

Name of the target data 
item for variable mapping. 

If the data is mapped to an 
AOT, then the target data 
will be a field on the Work 
Order, Incident or Change 
as specified in the AOT 
Target data.  

If the data is mapped to a 
PDT, it will go to a variable 
in that PDT. 

 800003713 

Process Map Input PDT LT=Process 
Mapping 

Specifies the PDT to which 
an Input Variable will be 
designated. Leave blank if 
the variable is part of the 
PDT that is being created.  

 800003709 

Process Map Input PDT 
Version 

LT=Process 
Mapping 

Identifies the version of the 
PDT to which an Input 
Variable will be 
designated. Leave blank if 
the variable is part of the 
PDT that is being created. 

 800003711 

Process Map Input PDT 
Instance 

LT=Process 
Mapping 

[Integer] 

Identifies the instance of 
the PDT to which an Input 
Variable will be 
designated. Leave blank if 
the variable is part of the 
PDT that is being created. 

 800003712 

Process Map Input 
Variable 

Yes (only if 
mapping 
data into the 
Target Data) 

Specifies the Input 
Variable for the Target 
Data. 

 800003714 

Process Map Output PDT LT=Process 
Mapping 

Specifies the PDT to which 
an Output Variable will be 
designated. Leave blank if 
the variable is part of the 
PDT that is being created.  

 800003715 

Process Map Output PDT 
Version 

LT=Process 
Mapping 

Identifies the version of the 
PDT to which an Output 
Variable will be 
designated. Leave blank if 
the variable is part of the 
PDT that is being created. 

 800003716 

Process Map Output PDT 
Instance 

LT=Process 
Mapping 

[Integer] 

Identifies the instance of 
the PDT to which an 
Output Variable will be 
designated. Leave blank if 
the variable is part of the 
PDT that is being created. 

 800003717 
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COLUMN NAME REQUIRED? 

Note: 
Empty = No 

VALUE MUST BE IN 
ENGLISH? 

Note: 
Empty = No 

MAPPED TO 
MAPPING 
FILE 

Process Map Output 
Variable 

Yes  
(only if 
mapping 
data out of 
the Target 
Data) 

For Line Type=Process 
Mapping, specifies the 
Output Variable for the 
Target Data. 

 800003718 

Action* Yes 
(LT=Action) 

“Delete Child 
Associations”, “Build Flow”, 
“Set Status Active”,  
“Set Status Inactive” 

 800003003 

Locale  Any valid system locale 
field (such as fr or en_US). 

 800003538 

RootScriptInstanceID  Used only by the SRD 
QuickBuilder.  
Do not delete this column. 

 800009025 

Main Parent Tag  Used only by the SRD 
QuickBuilder.  
Do not delete this column. 

 800003510 

Submitter Yes appadmin 

This is the last column in 
the CSV file and must be 
filled even though the 
value will not be mapped.  

  

Table 9 - CSV Column Mappings for Process Definition Template 
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Service Request Definition 

The datalink 75-CSVtoSRD-Datalink uses data in the CSV file srd.csv to create and 
update service request definitions.  

NOTE: The srd.csv file contains an extremely large number of columns in order to have 

the ability to push data to all available fields on the SRD form. With a little practice, you 
will learn which columns are important within your own installation. 

The following objects must be defined before they can be used in an SRD: 

 Navigational Categories must be defined manually or through the Navigational 
Category datalink or the BMC SRM interface. 

 Business Services may be defined in the CMDB. 

 Request Catalog Manager must be configured within the system with the appropriate 
permissions for a Service Catalog Manager. 

 Process Definition Template (PDT) must already be created with Active status. 

Entries in the srd.csv file have one of the following line types: 

 Base - The Base line type creates and updates entries on the service request 
definition form. Columns in the srd.csv file that are part of the Base line type are used 
for the following:  

 Title, Description, Instructions, Keywords, Cost, Price, Turnaround Time, Level 

 Approvals required for the SRD and the runtime Service Request 

 Specify the image (The image must be a pre-existing image in the 

SRS:ServiceRequestImages form.)  

 Show/Hide fields 

 Manage notifications 

 Question – The Question line type is used to select a question from the question 
library or to create new questions. See Creating questions to use with SRDs below 
for additional information. 

 Variable Mapping – The Variable Mapping line type is used to map data that is part of 
the front end service request to the process mapping on the backend. See Defining 
Variable Mappings in an SRD below for additional information. 

 SR Field Mapping – The SR Field Mapping line type maps data into a specific field on 
the SRM:Request (Service Request) form. See Defining SR Field Mappings in an SRD 
below for additional information.  

 SRD Action - The SRD Action line type defines actions that can auto-fill question(s) 
when an SRD is requested on the Request Entry console. SRD actions can be 
triggered upon request (Open Form) or based on the value of a question (Answer 
Question). See Defining SRD Actions for more information.  

NOTE: The SRD Action line type is not the same as the Action line type (which is a 
cue for Transport workflow). 

 Entitlement – The Entitlement line type is used to apply People Qualifications to an 
SRD, and corresponds to adding entries to the table on the Entitlement tab of an 
SRD (in the BMC SRM tool). The entitlement rules must be pre-defined manually. 

 SLM (Service Level Management) – The SLM line type is used to associate service 
targets to an SRD and is equivalent to adding entries to the table on the SLM tab of 
an SRD. The service targets must be pre-defined.  

NOTE: SLM supports the association only to an existing service target, not the 
template. 
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 Action – The Action line type can take one of the following values: 

 Activate SRD sets the SRD to deploy or turn it online if it is offline. If the SRD 
requires Approval before deployment, it will be set to Pending Approval status. 

 Take SRD Offline inactivates the SRD. 

 Delete SRD deletes the SRD entry. 

 Locale – The Locale line type defines how locale-specific fields for an SRD (e.g. Title, 
Description, Keywords, etc.) are displayed in different languages. See Defining 
Locale-specific fields for an SRD below for additional information. 

COLUMN NAME REQUIRED? 

Note: 
Empty = No 

VALUE MUST BE IN 
ENGLISH? 

Note: 
Empty = No 

MAPPED TO 
MAPPING 
FILE 

Datalink Yes “75-CSVtoSRD-Datalink”  800000089 

Line Type* Yes “Base”, “Question”, 
“Variable Mapping”, “SR 
Field Mapping” 
“Entitlement”, “SLM”,  
“Locale”, “Action”, “SRD 
Action” 

Yes 800003000 

Company* Yes  Must be a valid Company 
name or –Global–. 

 301453000 

SRD Title* Yes Name of the SRD.  301244700 

Version No If defined, used as part of 
the key throughout SRM. 

 301307300 

Locale No Based on data from menu  800003538 

Datalink Description    800009179 

SRD Level  No (LT=Base) Custom menu that is 
populated by the SRD 
Level datalink. 

 302793100 

Description Yes (LT=Base, 
Display 
Property) 

Description of the SRD.  301244800 

Question – 
Category* 

No 
(LT=Question) 

Used for categorizing 
questions. Any character 
value can be specified. It is 
recommended that you use 
this field to categorize 
questions, as it is part of 
the key used to define a 
question. 

 301640200 

Question - Question*  Yes 
(LT=Question) 

Question text. Required for 
line type Question. 

 300992400 

Question - 
Instructions 

No 
(LT=Question) 

  304294660 

Question - Order  No 
(LT=Question) 

[Integer, >0]  

Used to specify the order 
of the questions. Use only 
for non-conditional 
questions. 

 800009256 
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COLUMN NAME REQUIRED? 

Note: 
Empty = No 

VALUE MUST BE IN 
ENGLISH? 

Note: 
Empty = No 

MAPPED TO 
MAPPING 
FILE 

Question – Has 
Condition Children 

No 
(LT=Question) 

“Yes”, “No”.  

Used for conditional 
question flow. If a question 
is of format Radio Buttons, 
Checkboxes or Menu and 
the subsequent question 
depends on the answer to 
this question, then this 
column is "Yes." 
Otherwise, this column is 
"No." 

 811000101 

Question – If Parent 
Answer Condition 

No 
(LT=Question) 

Used for the children 
questions (i.e. those that 
are dependent on a prior 
answer). This column 
specifies which parent 
answer will lead to the 
question that is defined in 
this line. 

 811000041 

Question – Parent No 
(LT=Question) 

Parent question for a child 
question. 

 811000095 

Question – Parent 
Category 

No 
(LT=Question) 

Category of the Parent 
Question. The key to 
defining a unique question 
is the category together 
with the question text. 

 811000102 

Null Locale Question No 
(LT=Question) 

Required when Locale is 
set to a non-null value and 
LT=Question.  
Null Locale Question 
reflects the equivalent 
Question|Category for a 
null Locale. 

 811000160 

Question – 
Required? 

No 
(LT=Question) 

“Yes”, “No”.  

Specifies if question is 
required. Default is "No." 

Yes 300992600 

Question – Hidden? No 
(LT=Question) 

“Yes”, “No”.  

Specifies whether question 
is displayed to the user. 
Default is "Yes."  

Yes 303921300 

Question - Read 
Only? 

No 
(LT=Question) 

“Yes”, “No” 

Applies only if question has 
Answer Format of Text, 
Date, Time, or Date/Time. 
Default is “No.” 

Yes 304303630 

Question – Default 
Value 

No 
(LT=Question) 

Any character value.  

If the question is a Radio 
Button, Check Box or 
Menu, the value must 
match one of the values in 
the defined list of possible 
answers. 

 400107500 

Question – Answer 
Format 

No 
(LT=Question) 

“Text”, “Range”, “Radio 
Buttons”, “Check Boxes”, 
“Date/Time”, “Date”, 
“Time”, “Menu” 

Yes 300992500 
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COLUMN NAME REQUIRED? 

Note: 
Empty = No 

VALUE MUST BE IN 
ENGLISH? 

Note: 
Empty = No 

MAPPED TO 
MAPPING 
FILE 

Question – Update 
Question 

No 
(LT=Question) 

This column is to be 
removed. Either leave 
blank or set to "Yes." 

Yes 800009267 

Question – Text 
Rows 

No 
(LT=Question) 

[Integer] 

Number of rows to display 
if Answer Format = Text. 

 303857800 

Question – Text 
Length 

No 
(LT=Question) 

[Integer, >=0] 

Char length if Answer 
Format=Text. 

 303852300 

Question - Text 
Regular Expression 

No 
(LT=Question) 

Applies only if question has 
Answer Format = Text. 
Must be a regular 
expression. 

 304307550 

Question – Range 
Min Label 

No 
(LT=Question) 

Label for minimum side if 
Answer Format=Range. 

 303816300 

Question – Range 
Max Label 

No 
(LT=Question) 

Label for maximum side if 
Answer Format=Range. 

 303816400 

Question – Range 
MinMax 

No 
(LT=Question) 

Specify minimum and 
maximum values 
separated by a bar (e.g. 
0|50, where 0 is the 
minimum and 50 is the 
maximum). 

 811000044 

Question – Menu 
Type 

No 
(LT=Question) 

“Static”, “Query” if Answer 
Format=Menu. 

Yes  303860200 

Question – Menu-
Radio-Checkbox 
Values  

Yes 
(LT=Question) 

Menu items listed in format  

Opt1|Val1|1;Opt2|Val2|2  
for Answer Format = Menu 
with Menu Type Static, 
Radio Buttons, or 
Checkbox. 

Note that if this question 
has a default value, it must 
match one of the values 
that is specified; in this 
example, Val1 or Val2. 

  800009261 

Question – Query 
Menu Form 

No 
(LT=Question) 

Form for building query 
menu for Answer 
Format=Menu, with Menu 
Type Query. 

  301086200 

Question – Query 
Menu Fields 

Yes  
(LT=Question) 

Label and Value fields for 
query menu separated by 
bar: 

Menu Label 1|Menu Value 1 

  811000042 

Question – Query 
Menu Qualification 

No 
(LT=Question) 

Qualification for building 
query menu. 

  300035300 

Question - Add to 
Library 

No 
(LT=Question) 

“Yes”, “No”.  

If set to "Yes," adds 
question to the library if it 
does not already exist. 
Default is "No." 

Yes  811000108 

Variable-SRF 
Mapping – Variable-
SRF Name 

Yes 
(LT=Variable 
Mapping) 

Variable name for line type 
Variable Mapping, or SR 
field name for line type SR 
Field Mapping. 

Yes 
(system data if 
SR Field 
Mapping) 

301287500 
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COLUMN NAME REQUIRED? 

Note: 
Empty = No 

VALUE MUST BE IN 
ENGLISH? 

Note: 
Empty = No 

MAPPED TO 
MAPPING 
FILE 

Variable-SRF 
Mapping – Map Data 
As 

No (LT=Variable 
Mapping) 

User Displayed Response 
(default ) or Internally 
Represented Response. 

Yes 
(system data) 

301304800 

Variable-SRF 
Mapping – Map 
Target To 

No (LT=Variable 
Mapping) 

Set to “5000.” Yes 
(system data) 

302915900 

Variable-SRF 
Mapping – Mapping 

No (LT=Variable 
Mapping) 

Mapping ‘formula’ with text 
fields in double quotes, SR 
fields in single quotes, and 
questions in < >. 

 303418800 

SRD Action - Title* Yes(LT=SRD 
Action) 

Must be unique within an 
SRD. 

 304301180 

SRD Action - Trigger 
Type* 

Yes(LT=SRD 
Action) 

“Open Form” 
“Answer Question” 

Yes 800011602 

SRD Action - Trigger 
Qualification 

Yes (LT=SRD 
Action and SRD 
Action – Trigger 
Type is Answer 
Question) 

Qualification as question-
value pair. 

 304301160 

SRD Action - Type* Yes (LT=SRD 
Action) 

“Autofill” 

 

Yes 800011603 

SRD Action - Type 
Form Name* 

Yes (LT=SRD 
Action) 

Valid form name.  303816700 

SRD Action - Type 
Qualification 

LT=Action Qualification as field- value 
pair. The value can be a 
question, text, integer or 
keywords. 

 304296000 

SRD Action - Type 
Field Mappings* 

Yes (LT=SRD 
Action) 

Field mapping listed in the 
format: 

question 1=field 1;question 
2=field 2;… 

 800011604 

People Qualification 
Name* 

No 
(LT=Entitlement) 

Used for Entitlement line 
type. Must match an 
existing People 
Qualification as defined in 
the Entitlement 
Administration console 

 490021103 

Exclusion Rule No 
(LT=Entitlement) 

“Yes”, “No”.  

Specifies whether the 
People Qual Name is an 
exclusion rule or not. 

 490008300 

SLM Title* Yes (LT=SLM) Name of the Service 
Target. Must match an 
existing Service Target. 

 490000400 

Action* No  
(LT=Action) 

“Activate SRD”, “Take SRD 
Offline”, “Delete SRD” 

 800003003 

Locale SRD Title* Yes (LT=Locale)   800006061 

Keywords No (LT=Base)   302771500 

SRD Instructions No (LT=Base)   302823600 

SRD Status  This column is not used.  
Set to "Draft." 

Yes 811000000 

Navigational 
Category 1* 

Yes (LT=Base) Tier 1 category.  1000000063 
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COLUMN NAME REQUIRED? 

Note: 
Empty = No 

VALUE MUST BE IN 
ENGLISH? 

Note: 
Empty = No 

MAPPED TO 
MAPPING 
FILE 

Navigational 
Category 2 

No (LT=Base) Tier 2 category.  1000000064 

Navigational 
Category 3 

No (LT=Base) Tier 3 Category.  1000000065 

Request Type* Yes (LT=Base) “Quick Launch”, “Standard”  Yes 800006019 

Advanced Interface 
Form 

No (LT=Base) Must be previously 
configured within the 
application. 

 302825800 

Process Template No (LT=Base) Name of the PDT or a 
Process created with the 
BMC Process Designer. 

 302876900 

Reopen Request No (LT=Base) “Create New Work Order”, 
“Reopen Fulfillment 
Process” 

Yes 811000107 

Expected Cost No (LT=Base) [Currency]   800006005 

Price No (LT=Base) [Currency]  800006006 

Turnaround Time No (LT=Base) [Integer, >=0]   302793500 

Turnaround Time 
Units 

No (LT=Base) “Hours”, “Days” Yes 800006020 

Account Number No (LT=Base)   302793700 

System Request No (LT=Base) “Yes”, “No”.  

Specifies whether SRD is 
displayed in left Navigation 
bar. 

Yes 800006021 

Left Navigation No (LT=Base) “1”, “2”, “3” Yes 800006022 

Business Service No (LT=Base) Character field referencing 
a service in CMDB. 

 302793400 

Create Business 
Process  

No (LT=Base) “Yes”, “No” Yes 811000137 

Start Date Yes (LT=Base) [Date/Time]  240000013 

End Date No (LT=Base) [Date/Time]  240000014 

Customer First 
Name 

No (LT=Base)   1000000019 

Customer Last Name No (LT=Base)   1000000018 

Catalog Manager 
Company * 

Yes (LT=Base) Valid company that has a 
person configured as a 
catalog manager.   

 301251902 

Catalog Manager 
Name * 

Yes (LT=Base) Full name of person in 
CTM:People configured as 
catalog manager in the 
specified company. 

 301251901 

Service Request 
Approval *  

Yes  (LT=Base) “Yes”, “No”.  

Refers to approval on the 
Service Request (not the 
SRD).  
It is required. Default value 
is "No."  

Yes 301248900 
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COLUMN NAME REQUIRED? 

Note: 
Empty = No 

VALUE MUST BE IN 
ENGLISH? 

Note: 
Empty = No 

MAPPED TO 
MAPPING 
FILE 

SR Approval Type Yes if Service 
Request 
Approval=Yes 
(LT=Base) 

“None”, “Manager”, 
“Person”, “Group”, 
“Custom”.   

Default is "None." 
Required if Service 
Request Approval is set to 
"Yes." 

 304057600 

SR Approver Levels  
(for Manager) 

No (LT=Base) [Integer, 1-100]  

Required if SR Approval 
Type=Manager. 

 301323400 

SR Approver Full 
Name  
(for Person) 

No (LT=Base) Full name of person in 
CTM:People. Either this field 
or SR Approver Login are 
required if SR Approval 
Type=Person. 

 303829500 

SR Approver Login  
(for Person) 

No (LT=Base) Login for person in 
CTM:People. Either this field 
or SR Approver Full Name 
is required if Approval 
Type=Person. 

 811000035 

SR Use Request 
Manager 

No (LT=Base) “Yes”, “No” Yes 811000034 

SR Approver Group  
(for Group) 

No (LT=Base) Group in CTM:Support Group. 
Required if Approval 
Type=Group.  

Use the format: 
Company|SupportOrganization| 
Support Group. 

 303829600 

Coordinator 
Company 

No (LT=Base) Valid Company name.  303484000 

Coordinator Group No (LT=Base) Valid Support Group name.  10002506 

Survey Status No (LT=Base) “Enabled”, “Disabled” Yes 302903500 

Survey Configuration No (LT=Base) “Default”, “Custom” Yes 302839500 

Survey Name No (LT=Base) Character name of 
previously defined survey. 

 302903400 

Use Approval Engine No (LT=Base) “Yes”, “No”.  

Set to "Yes" to use 
Approval Engine to 
determine approvers for 
the SRD. 

Yes 302896600 

Approval – Customer No (LT=Base) “Yes”, “No”.  

Set to "Yes" if approval is 
required by person in 
customer fields. 

Yes 302892200 

Approval – Individual No (LT=Base) Not supported. Set to “No.” Yes 302892600 

Approval – Catalog 
Manager 

No (LT=Base) “Yes”, “No”.  

Set to "Yes" if approval is 
required by person in 
catalog manager fields. 

Yes 302892400 

Approval – 
Coordinator 

No (LT=Base) “Yes”, “No”.  

Set to "Yes" if approval is 
required by person in 
coordinator fields. 

Yes 302892500 
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COLUMN NAME REQUIRED? 

Note: 
Empty = No 

VALUE MUST BE IN 
ENGLISH? 

Note: 
Empty = No 

MAPPED TO 
MAPPING 
FILE 

Image Name No (LT=Base) Name of image as defined 
in SRS:ServiceRequestImages. 
If not specified, Default 
image is used. 

 800006058 

Image File Name No (LT=Base) File name of image as 
defined in 
SRS:ServiceRequestImages. 

 800006059 

Notify …. No (LT=Base) “Yes”, “No”.  

Represents all notification-
related columns. 

Yes   

Show… No (LT=Base) “Yes”, “No”.  

Represents columns 
related to the Show/Hide 
fields. 

Yes   

Provide … No (LT=Base) “Yes”, “No”.  

Represents columns 
related to Show/Hide fields 
on the Provide Information 
view 

Yes  

Request Details … No (LT=Base) “Yes”, “No”.  

Represents columns 
related to 
Show/HideDetails on 
Request Details view.srd. 

Yes  

RootScriptInstanceID  Used only by the SRD 
QuickBuilder.  
Do not delete this column. 

 800009025 

Main Parent Tag  Used only by the SRD 
QuickBuilder.  
Do not delete this column. 

 800003510 

Template 
Attachment 

 Used only by the SRD 
QuickBuilder.  
Do not delete this column. 

 800003556 

Submitter Yes appadmin 

This is the last column in 
the CSV file and must be 
filled even though the 
value will not be mapped.  

  

Table 10 - CSV Column Mappings for Service Request Definition 
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Chapter 4 

Building SRDs with Transport datalinks 

An SRD can be built in the traditional fashion using the BMC Remedy Application 
Administration Console and the BMC Service Catalog Manager Console Service Request 
Designer to create the AOT, PDT, and SRD objects. Effective Transport streamlines this 
build process by using a series of datalinks to onboard data stored in CSV files to the 
appropriate SRM application forms.  

This chapter provides the following information for building SRDs with the Transport 
datalinks. 

 Overview of the SRD build process using datalinks 

 Working with the Work Order Template CSV file  

 Defining a new work order template with children associations 

 Updating children associations in a work order template 

 Working with the Process Definition Template CSV file 

 Defining a new PDT 

 Updating a PDT 

 Defining variables in a PDT 

 Defining sequential flow in a PDT 

 Defining conditional flow in a PDT 

 Defining Process Mapping on a PDT 

 Working with the Service Request Definition CSV file  

 Selecting a process for the SRD 

 Creating questions to use with SRDs 

 Defining variable mappings in an SRD 

 Defining SR field mappings in an SRD 

 Defining locale-specific fields for an SRD 

 Defining SRD Actions 

 Defining an entitlement rule in an SRD 

 Defining a service target for an SRD 

 Taking an SRD offline 

 Verifying creation of an SRD 

NOTE: You can also build SRDs using the SRD QuickBuilder, a wizard-based application 
that ships with Effective Transport. The SRD QuickBuilder creates SRDs from a set of 
pre-defined SRD templates. See Chapter 5 - Building SRDs with the SRD QuickBuilder 
for more information. 

Overview of the SRD build process using datalinks 

As with the traditional SRD build process, the Transport SRD datalinks use a bottoms-up 
approach to create SRDs. That is, the underlying components (e.g. AOT, PDT) must first 
be defined before the SRD can be created. Table 11 outlines the steps needed to create 
SRDs using the Transport datalinks. 

NOTE: See the Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy User's 
Guide for information on running the Transport datalinks. 
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Action Onboarding action Description 

Step 1 

Create application 
templates with pre-set 
values (optional) 

 Work Order 
Template 

 Incident Template 

 Change Template 

  

 NOTE: Use application 
templates for routine 
incidents, standard 
changes, or work orders 
that users frequently 
request 

  

Run the application template 
datalink(s) for the application 
templates that you will be using in 
your SRD: 

 Work Order Template 

 Incident Template 

 Change Template 

  

Pre-populates fields in the fulfillment records. An 
application template can map to only one AOT. 

You can create an AOT without an application 
template; for example, a Quick Launch AOT. 

For more information on Incident Template and 
Change Template, see Effective Transport for 
BMC Remedy User's Guide – ITSM & People 
Data. 

 For more information on Work Order Template, 
see  
Work Order Template in Chapter 3 – Out of the 
box CSV Files. 

 

Step 2 

Define navigational 
categories 

 

  

Run the Navigational Category 
datalink. 

 

NOTE: You can run the 
Navigational Category datalink 
any time before the SRD datalink. 

Creates navigational category entries under which 
the SRDs will appear. The navigational categories 
must be associated with an SRD in order to appear 
in the Request Entry console. 

For more information, see Navigational Category in 
Chapter 3 – Out of the box CSV Files. 

 

Step 3   

Define SRD-level entries 

(This step is optional.) 

Run the SRD Level datalink. 

 

NOTE: You can run the SRD 
Level datalink any time before you 
run the SRD datalink. 

Defines which SRDs populate the menu on the SRD 
Level field in the Service Request Definition form. 

For more information, see SRD Level in Chapter 3 – 
Out of the box CSV Files. 

 

Step 4 

Create the application 
object templates (AOT). 

  

  

Run Application Object Template 
datalink. 

 

Creates and updates AOTs: 

 Defines Company, application, and (optional) 
application templates for each AOT.  

  Defines target data fields in your fulfillment 
items that will map data during the process 
execution.  

 For more information, see  

 Application Object Template in Chapter 3 – 

Out of the box CSV Files. 
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Action Onboarding action Description 

Step 5   

Create the process 
definition templates 
(PDT) or other process 

 

Run the Process Definition 
Template datalink or use the BMC 
Process Designer (outside of 
Effective Transport) to create a 
Process Designer process. 

 

If using a standard process, this step includes the 
following to create and update PDTs: 

 Associates processes (nested PDTs) and 
application object templates (AOTs) with the 
process. 

 Specifies the order in which the processes and 
AOTs are activated (in parallel, in a strict 
sequence, based on conditional flow). 

 For more information, see  

Process Definition Template in Chapter 3 – Out 

of the box CSV Files and Working with the Process 
Definition Template CSV file below. 

If using a BMC Process Designer process, this 
step is done outside the scope of Effective 
Transport. 

Step 6   

Create the service 
request definitions (SRD). 

 

Run the Service Definition 
Request datalink. 

NOTE: The following must be 
completed before you can create 
the SRDs: 

 Navigational Categories are 
defined. 

 Business Service is defined in 
Atrium CMDB. 

 Request Catalog Manager is 
configured within the system 
with the appropriate 
permissions for a Service 
Catalog Manager. 

 The underlying PDTs are 
created with a status of 
'Active.' 

 Referenced images need to be 
available in 
SRS:ServiceRequestImages 

 Any referenced advanced 
interface forms, service 
targets, entitlement rules or 
surveys need to be pre-
defined. 

Creates and updates SRDs: 

 Specifies the SRD type (Quick Launch, 
Standard), PDT or process and navigational 
categories to use for each SRD 

 Defines questions and their attributes 

 Defines variable & SR field mappings 

 Defines entitlements and approvals 

 Defines service targets (available only if BMC 
Service Level Management is installed) 

 Adds additional information to each SRD (Start 
Date, cost, image, etc.) 

For more information, see  

Service Request Definition in Chapter 3 – Out of 

the box CSV Files and Working with the Service 
Request Definition CSV file below. 

Step 7   

Validate the SRD and all 
underlying components  

 Search for the SRD in the Service Request 
Definition and/or Request Entry forms in BMC 
Service Request Management. 

For more information, see Verifying creation of an 
SRD below. 

Table 11 - General steps for creating SRDs using Transport datalinks 

The creation of SRDs through the Transport SRD datalinks is an iterative process to be 
conducted, typically, on a development server. Initial attempts will generally result in 
errors, such as a missing product category in use by a template. Other errors may result 
if an AOT was not created for the correct company and therefore not visible to the PDT, 
or a PDT might have a different spelling in the PDT spreadsheet than its reference in the 
SRD spreadsheet. Repeated runs of the datalinks will help you identify and correct all of 
the inconsistencies. The result is a set of SRDs, as reflected in a clean set of CSV files, 
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that you will be able to onboard using the datalinks and successfully deploy on your 
servers. 

Working with the Work Order Template CSV file 

This section provides information for working with the Work Order Template CSV file 
workorder_template.csv. 

 Defining a new work order template with children associations 

 Updating children associations in a work order template 

Defining a new work order template with children associations 

Several lines are required to define a work order template with the parent-child associations. Note 
that all required fields for a particular line type may not be shown in the examples below. 

The following lines illustrate how to define a new work order template with corresponding children 
task group templates and task templates. The result is a work order template of the name WOT1 
that has two “children.” When the work order moves to “In Progress”, the task template with the 
name My Task Template will be activated and ready to be worked. When that task is closed, the 
second child (My Task Group Template) will be activated and ready to be worked. Note that the 
Sequence* column controls the sequential flow. If both children were meant to be activated at one 
time, they would both have a sequence of 1. 

Line 
Type* 

Template 
Name* 

Company
* 

Child 
Name* 

Child 
Type* 

Sequence*
  

Instance 
Number 

Action* Comments 

Base WOT 1 Calbro 
Financial 

     Creates the 
parent work 
order 
template. 

Flow WOT 1 Calbro 
Financial 

My Task 
Template 

Task 
Template 

1 1  Builds 
associations 
between the 
parent and 
children.  
The children 
must already 
exist. 

Flow WOT 1 Calbro 
Financial 

My Task 
Group 
Template 

Task  
Group 
Template 

2 1  

Updating children associations in a work order template 

To update the children associations in a work order template, you need to first delete the existing 
children associations and then build associations with the new templates. 

The following lines illustrate how to update a work order template and the associations to its 
children (task group templates and/or task templates).  

It is best practice to always include the Action line in the Work Order Template CSV file for any 
work order templates with child data. If there are no associations to be deleted, the Action line will 
not have any effect. 

Line 
Type* 

Template 
Name* 

Company
* 

Child 
Name* 

Child 
Type* 

Sequence* Instance 
Number 

Action* Comments 

Base WOT 1 Calbro 
Financial 

     Updates the 
parent work 
order 
template. 

Action WOT 1 Calbro 
Financial 

    Delete 
Child 
Associa
-tions 

Deletes the 
existing 
associations 
and flow 
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Line 
Type* 

Template 
Name* 

Company
* 

Child 
Name* 

Child 
Type* 

Sequence* Instance 
Number 

Action* Comments 

between 
parent and 
children. 

Flow WOT 1 Calbro 
Financial 

My Task 
Template 

Task 
Templat
e 

1 1  Builds 
associations 
between the 
parent and 
children.  
The children 
must already 
exist. 

Flow WOT 1 Calbro 
Financial 

My Task 
Group 
Template 

Task  
Group 
Templat
e 

2 1  

Working with the Process Definition Template CSV file 

This section provides information for working with the Process Definition Template CSV 
file pdtemplate.csv: 

 Defining a new PDT 

 Updating a PDT 

 Defining variables in a PDT 

 Defining sequential flow in a PDT 

 Defining conditional flow in a PDT 

 Defining Process Mapping on a PDT 

NOTE: If you are building an SRD with a process that is created with the BMC Process 
Designer, the PDT Definition is not needed.  

Defining a new PDT 

The following lines illustrate how to define a new process definition template with 
corresponding children application object templates.  

NOTE: It is best practice to have unique names for processes, regardless of whether the 
process is defined using a Transport/SRM-standard PDT or through the Process 
Designer. 

Line 
Type* 

PDT 
Name* 

Company
* 

Child 
Name* 

Child 
Type* 

Sequence* Instance 
Number 

Action* Comments 

Base PDT 
Sample 1 

Calbro 
Financial 

     Creates the 
parent 
process 
definition 
template. 

Flow PDT 
Sample 1 

Calbro 
Financial 

AOT 
Sample 1 

AOT 1 1  Builds 
associations 
between the 
parent PDT 
and children 
PDT and 
AOT. The 
children 
must already 
exist. 

Flow PDT 
Sample 1 

Calbro 
Financial 

AOT 
Sample 2 

AOT 2 1  
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Updating a PDT 

The following lines illustrate of how to update a process definition template and the 
associations to its children (process definition templates and/or application object 
templates).  

It is best practice to always include the Action line in the Process Definition Template 
CSV file for any PDTs with child data. If there are no associations to be deleted, the 
Action line will not have any effect. 

Line 
Type* 

PDT 
Name* 

Company* Child 
Name* 

Child 
Type* 

Sequence* Instance 
Number 

Action* Comments 

Base PDT 
Sample 1 

Calbro 
Financial 

     Updates the 
parent 
process 
definition 
template 

Action PDT 
Sample 1 

Calbro 
Financial 

   

 

 Delete 
Child 
Associa-
tions 

Deletes the 
existing 
associations 
and flow 
between 
parent and 
children. 

Flow PDT 
Sample 1 

Calbro 
Financial 

AOT 
Sample 
1 

AOT 1 1  These will 
build 
associations 
between the 
parent and 
children.  
The children 
must already 
exist. 

Flow PDT 
Sample 1 

Calbro 
Financial 

AOT 
Sample 
2 

AOT 2 1  
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Defining variables in a PDT 

When creating SRDs, you can define variables to pass data between AOTs and PDTs, to 
pass data within an AOT or PDT, or to map questions to SRDs. A Variable line type in the 
PDT is equivalent to defining variables in the Service Catalog Manager Console – 
Process View shown below. 

 
Figure 2 - BMC SRM Process Definition - Variable definition step 

Use the Variable columns (Variable Name, Description, Default Value, and Type) in the 
Process Definition Template CSV file to define variables for a PDT.  

NOTE: Because variables are defined only within a given PDT, you cannot use existing 
variables that were created for other PDTs. 

There are three types of variables that can be defined for a process: input variable, 
output variables, and internal variables. 

 Input variables 
Used to pass data to the current PDT or AOT, or to pass data from the request to the 
fulfillment process. The direction of input variables is to target fields. In an AOT, the 
inputs are answers to target data questions. 

 Output variables 
Used to pass data from the current PDT or AOT to another PDT or AOT. The 
direction of output variables is from a field on the fulfillment application. 

 Internal variables 
Used internally within a PDT or AOT and not exposed outside the PDT or AOT. 
Internal variables can be used to pass data between process fulfillment steps and 
conditions. 

  

A variable created with the 

Variable line type 

corresponds to the variable 

definition step shown here.

A variable created with the 

Variable line type 

corresponds to the variable 

definition step shown here.

A variable created with the 

Variable line type 

corresponds to the variable 

definition step shown here.
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Defining sequential flow in a PDT 

The following lines illustrate a sequential flow (Line Type=Flow) among AOTs in a PDT. 
Note that multiple items can be defined at any sequence. Because the flow is one without 
any conditions, all process items will be instantiated regardless of any data being 
mapped in from the service request or other process items. The figure that follows 
illustrates this sequential flow in the BMC SRM tool. 

 
Figure 3 - Entries in CSV file illustrating sequential flow AOT 

 
Figure 4 - BMC SRM - Process Definition sequential flow example 

Defining conditional flow in a PDT 

Defining a conditional flow on the PDT is a 3-step process: 

1. Create a graphical representation of the PDT that shows the conditions and the 
fulfillment objects. 

2. Create lines in the CSV file (pdtemplate.csv) that represent each of the flow items, 
that is, the conditions and fulfillment objects (Line Type = FlowItem). 

3. Create lines in the CSV file that define how the flow will move from one flow item to 
the next (Line Type = FlowAdv). 

See the following sections for details about each step. 
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Conditional PDT Flow Example 1 – Simple Condition Flow 

1. Create a graphical representation of the PDT 

Figure 5 shows a simple, single condition flow PDT. The condition is represented by 
a triangle and the fulfillment objects by rectangles. 

Simple Condition Flow PDT

AOT Sample 3 

(wo) 

var1Integer=1

Start

AOT Sample 4 

(wo) 

End

True False

 
Figure 5 - Simple Condition Flow PDT 

2. Create the FlowItem lines in the CSV file 

Each condition and each fulfillment object in a conditional flow corresponds to a flow 
item and must appear in the CSV file as an entry with line type=FlowItem. 

The name of the condition is specified in the column Child Name, and the condition 
itself is specified in the column Condition Definition. The condition definition uses the 
syntax ‘VARIABLE’=”text,” where VARIABLE is a variable defined as part of the 
current PDT. The variable name is enclosed in single quotes, and the variable value 
in double quotes. A variable can have multiple variable name/value combinations, 
such as ‘Var1’=”text1” AND ‘Var2’=”text2.” The format for the condition should 
resemble the format that is built in the Define Properties panel in the SRM interface 
using the Condition Builder. 

IMPORTANT: Though condition definitions do not need to be unique, the condition 
name specified in the Child Name column must be unique system-wide. 

Figure 6 illustrates the flow items in the Simple Condition Flow PDT. Note that the 
items that make up the flow are defined, but there is no information yet about how the 
flow will go. That information is provided with the FlowAdv line type. 

 
Figure 6 – Entries in CSV file illustrating items in a simple condition flow PDT 
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3. Create the FlowAdv lines in the CSV file 

The FlowAdv line type is used to define how the flow moves from one flow item to the 
next. For example, the Simple Condition Flow PDT in Figure 5 can be specified, in 
abbreviated form, as: 

1. Start  Condition1 Always 

2. Condition1 AOT3 if Condition1 is True 

3. Condition1 AOT4 if Condition1 is False 

4. AOT3  End 

5. AOT4  End 

In the CSV file, the Simple Condition Flow PDT can be defined using the FlowAdv 
line type as follows. Note that there could be multiple versions and/or instances of 
any given AOT, so it is necessary to provide information about the version and/or 
instance of the child object that is being flowed to/from. 

NOTE: The ‘Always’ (for the FlowAdv line type Start) is optional. In addition, the last 
two FlowAdv lines are optional. Any object will be assumed to flow to the end if there 
is not a FlowAdv line that indicates otherwise. 

 
Figure 7 - Entries in CSV file illustrating FlowAdv lines for a simple condition flow PDT 

Conditional PDT Flow Example 2 – Nested Condition Flow 

The following example demonstrates a more complex, nested condition flow: 

Simple Nested Condition Flow PDT

AOT Sample 1 

(wo) 

varinteger1=1

Start

AOT Sample 3 

(wo) 

End

AOT Sample 2a 

(wo) 

AOT Sample 2b 

(wo) 

Varchar1=1

True

False

True
False

 
Figure 8 - Nested Condition Flow 
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The following lines illustrate the flow items in the Nested Condition Flow PDT. 

 
Figure 9 - Entries in the CSV file illustrating a flow items in a Nested Condition Flow PDT 

The Nested Condition Flow PDT can be specified, in abbreviated form, as 

1. Start-->AOT1 Always 

2. AOT1Condition1 Always 

3. Condition Int1=1-->Condition Char1=1  if Condition Int1=1  is True 

4. Condition Int1=1-->AOT3 if Condition Int1=1  is False 

5. Condition Char1=1 AOT2A if Condition Char1=1 is True 

6. ConditionChar1=1 AOT2B if Condition Char1=1 is False 

7. AOT3End 

8. AOT2aEnd 

9. AOT2bEnd 

Figure 10 illustrates the FlowAdv lines for the Nested Condition Flow PDT: 

 
Figure 10 - Entries in CSV file illustrating FlowAdv lines in a Nested Condition Flow PDT 
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Conditional PDT Flow Example 3 – Simple Condition Flow with a Closed Condition 

A special construct is used to define certain flow sequences that require a directive to the 
workflow to close out an open condition. The flow for such a PDT would look as follows: 

 
Figure 11 – Simple condition flow with a closed condition 

This example differs from the previous examples in that the condition C1a must be closed 
out before proceeding to AOT A2. AOT A2 is designed to execute, regardless of whether 
C1a evaluates to true or false. The workflow must be directed to first close out the 
condition (C1a) and then flow from that closed condition to A2. 

The FlowItem lines for this PDT are constructed in the same manner as in the previous 
examples. 

 CHILD TYPE* CHILD NAME*  CHILD 
VERSION # 

INSTANCE SEQUENCE* CONDITION 
DEFINITION 

FlowItem AOT A1  1   

FlowItem AOT A2  1   

FlowItem Condition C1a    'var1a' = "1" 

Table 12 - Entries in CSV file illustrationg FlowItem lines in a Closed Condition Flow PDT 
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The FlowAdv lines for this PDT would look like those in the table below. In particular, note 
the third and fourth lines. In the third line, the Condition-Close directive is used to tell the 
workflow to close out condition C1a. In the following line, the  FlowAdv line tells the 
workflow to go from the closed out C1a to A2. The last line is optional because it flows to 
End. 

 FLOWADV 
FROM 
CHILD 
TYPE 

 

FLOWADV 
FROM 
CHILD 
NAME 

 

FLOWADV 
FROM 
CHILD 
VERSION 

FLOWADV 
FROM 
CHILD 
INSTANCE 

FLOWADV 
TO CHILD 
TYPE 

 

FLOWADV 
TO CHILD 
NAME 

 

FLOWADV 
TO CHILD 
VERSION 

FLOWADV 
TO CHILD 
INSTANCE 

FLOWADV 
IF PRIOR 
CONDITION 

FlowAdv  START   Condition C1a   Always 

FlowAdv Condition C1a   AOT A1  1 TRUE 

FlowAdv Condition-
Close 

C1a       BOTH 

FlowAdv Closed 
Condition 

C1a   AOT A2  1 Always 

FlowAdv AOT A2    END   Always 

Table 13 - Entries in CSV file illustrating FlowAdv lines in a Closed-Condition Flow PDT 

The figure below shows how the FlowAdv lines correspond to the diagram of a 
conditional PDT with a closed condition. 

 
Figure 12 – Simple condition flow with a closed condition and corresponding FlowAdv lines 

Start to C1a 

Condition-Close C1a Directive 

C1a to A1 True 

Closed Condition  C1a to A2 
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Conditional PDT Flow Example 4 – Condition Flow with Nested Closed Conditions 

This example has both nested conditions and a requirement the conditions are closed out 
before continuing to the final fulfillment item.  

NOTE: This is an advanced process definition concept and does not need to be 
understood when learning how to build basic SRDs with Effective Transport. 

The diagram below illustrates the flow for a PDT with nested closed conditions. Note that 
the goal is to reach AOT A3, regardless of whether either Condition 1bb or Condition 2bb 
evaluates to true or false. Both conditions need to be closed out before putting the 
FlowAdv line to flow to A3. Because the conditions are nested, they must be closed out in 
the correct order.  

A "nesting level" is assigned to each condition to determine the order.  

 Condition C1bb has a nesting level of 0 because there are no conditions before it in 
the flow.  

 Condition C2bb has a nesting level of 1 because there is one condtion before it in the 
flow.  

NOTE: Use a Condition-Close directive for the conditions with the higher nesting 
levels before those with a lower nesting level. This will result in a flow that will go 
from the closed condition for the condition with the smallest nesting level to A3. 

 
Figure 13 – Condition flow with nested closed conditions 
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The following table lists the FlowAdv lines for a conditional flow PDT with nested closed 
conditions: 

 FLOWADV 
FROM 
CHILD 
TYPE 

 

FLOWADV 
FROM 
CHILD 
NAME 

 

FLOWADV 
FROM 
CHILD 
VERSION 

FLOWADV 
FROM 
CHILD 
INSTANCE 

FLOWADV 
TO CHILD 
TYPE 

 

FLOWADV 
TO CHILD 
NAME 

 

FLOWADV 
TO CHILD 
VERSION 

FLOWADV 
TO CHILD 
INSTANCE 

FLOWADV 
IF PRIOR 
CONDITION 

FlowAdv  START   Condition C1bb   Always 

FlowAdv Condition C1bb   AOT A1  1 TRUE 

FlowAdv Condition C1bb   Condition C2bb   FALSE 

FlowAdv Condition C2bb   AOT A2  1 TRUE 

FlowAdv Condition-
Close 

C2bb       BOTH 

FlowAdv Condition-
Close 

C1bb       BOTH 

FlowAdv Closed 
Condition 

C1bb   AOT A3   Always 

FlowAdv AOT A3    END   Always 

Table 14 - Entries in CSV file illustratiing FlowAdv lines in a Nested-Closed-Conditions Flow PDT 

The figure below shows how the FlowAdv lines correspond to the diagram of a 
conditional PDT with nested closed conditions. 

Start to C1bb

C1bb to A1 True

C1bb to C2bb False

C2bb to A2 True

Condition-Close C2bb

Condition-Close C1bb

Closed Condition C1bb to A3 Always

 
Figure 14 - Condition flow with a nested closed conditions and corresponding FlowAdv lines 
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Defining Process Mapping on a PDT 

The Process Mapping columns in the Process Definition Template CSV file correspond to 
the following steps on the Process Step Mapping/Map Data tab in the Process Definition 
form of the BMC SRM tool.  

1. Identify the child (AOT or PDT) for which you are doing a process mapping. 

2. Identify the target data item. 

3. Select a variable, which includes the PDT for which the variable is defined. 

 
Figure 15 - BMC SRM Process Definition - Process Step Mapping 

Selecting an AOT or PDT in the Process Definition form of the BCM SRM tool is the 
equivalent of specifying values in the Child Type* and Child Name* columns in the 
Process Definition Template CSV file. In the example above, if you selected the first AOT 
in the process (AOT Sample 1), the Child Type would be AOT and Child Name would be 
AOT Sample1 (wot). Note that if the child had a version number or an instance number 
other than one, those would be specified in the Child Version # and Instance columns. 

Selecting the Target Data is equivalent to specifying entries in the columns that start with 
'Process Map' in the CSV file. Generally, it is sufficient to enter the name of the target 
data in the Process Map Target Data column and the name of the variables in the 
Process Map Input Variable and Process Map Output Variable columns. However, if you 
will be using nested PDT children and passing data from one PDT to another within the 
process, then you will need to specify the Process Map Input/Output PDT names, 
versions, and instances in addition to the variable name.  

Note: Mapping data between fulfillment objects—particularly between nested 
processes—is an advanced concept. It must be clearly understood and mastered within 
the BMC Service Request Management product itself before it can be translated to the 
Transport Process Mapping lines within the Process Definition Template CSV file. 

1. Select a child AOT or PDT.

2. Select target data/variable here.

3. Select PDT & variable.

Target Data displayed here.

1. Select a child AOT or PDT.1. Select a child AOT or PDT.

2. Select target data/variable here.2. Select target data/variable here.

3. Select PDT & variable.3. Select PDT & variable.

Target Data displayed here.Target Data displayed here.
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Working with the Service Request Definition CSV file 

This section provides information for working with the Service Request Definition CSV 
file, srd.csv: 

 Selecting a process for the SRD 

 Creating questions to use with SRDs 

 Defining variable mappings in an SRD 

 Defining SR field mappings in an SRD 

 Defining locale-specific fields for an SRD 

 Defining SRD Actions 

 Defining an entitlement rule in an SRD 

 Defining a service target for an SRD 

 Taking an SRD offline 

Selecting a process for the SRD 

The process for a PDT is specified in the Process Name column (with Base line type) of 
the SRD CSV file. This Process Name can be either a PDT or a process developed using 
the BMC Process Designer. If a PDT exists with the name provided (for the appropriate 
Company), the PDT will be used. If no PDT is specified, Effective Transport will look for a 
process created through the Process Designer with that name and Company. If neither a 
PDT or a process designer process is found, the Base line will generate an error.  

NOTE: It is best practice to have unique names for processes, regardless of whether the 
process is defined using a Transport/SRM standard PDT or through the Process 
Designer. 

Creating questions to use with SRDs 

You must create questions for users to answer when they submit service requests. This 
section provides information for creating the questions associated with SRDs. 

 Question formats 

 Duplicate questions 

 Updating the Question Library 

 Defining sequential & conditional question flow 

 Defining locale-specific questions 

Question formats 

There are eight different question formats available for an SRD. The values that are 
required for columns within the srd.csv file depend on the question format that is selected.  

 Text: columns to specify the length and number of rows 

 Radio Buttons: see below 

 Check Boxes: see below 

 Range: columns for Min Label, Max Label, and a single column for Min|Max values 
separated by a vertical bar 

 Menu: column to specify the menu type, Static or Query 
- Static: defined like Radio buttons & Check Boxes format (see below) 
- Query: columns to specify Form and Qualification 

 Date/Time 
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 Date 

 Time 

Radio Buttons, Check Boxes and Static Menu formats 
A single column, Question – Menu-Radio-Checkbox Values, is used to specify all 
enumerated values. 

 Displayed and Stored Values 

Use the following format to specify the Displayed and Stored Values and the desired 
order. Note that the different items are separated by semi-colons. 

Displayed Value1|Stored Value1|1;Displayed Value2|Stored Value2|2;etc.  

The orders should start with 1 and increase by 1 (1,2,3, etc.) 

For example, the menu shown in Figure 16 is specified in the Question – Menu-
Radio-Checkbox Values column as follows: 

Option 1|Value 1|1;Option 2|Value 2|2 

 
Figure 16 - BMC Service Request Management: Questions - Configure Menu Choices 

 Question – Default Value column 

The value in this column must match the Stored Value. If you use the Check 
Boxes format, you can define multiple default values. To do so, use the following 
format to separate the different Stored Value options using semi-colons.  

Stored Value1;Stored Value2;etc. 

Query Menu format 

For query menus where a dynamic menu qualification is used, the dynamic menu 
qualification on the Question – Query Menu Qualification column needs to begin with 
<QSTART> and end with <QEND>.  

Table 15 shows how the dynamic qualification is used. The question Region (in the 
Question – Question* column) uses the response to the previous question Company in 
the qualification to narrow down the values for the menu for Region. To do so, the 
Question – Query Menu Qualification column has the following value where the question 
Company is enclosed with <QSTART> and <QEND>.   

'Company' = <QSTART>Company<QEND> AND 'Status' = "Enabled" 
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In cases where duplicate questions are used, use a bar (|) to separate the question and 
question category. See Duplicate questions below for more information. 

NOTE: For this feature to work properly on Effective Transport, do not use the tags 
<QSTART> and <QEND> as a question name or a hard-coded string. 

QUESTION 
– 
QUESTION* 

QUESTION – 
QUERY MENU 
FORM 

QUESTION – 
QUERY MENU 
FIELDS 

QUESTION – QUERY MENU 
QUALIFICATION 

Company COM:Company Company|Company 'Status' = "Enabled" 

Region CTM:Region Region|Region 'Company' = <QSTART>Company<QEND> 
AND 'Status' = "Enabled" 

Site SIT:Site Alias 
Company LookUp 

Site|Site 'Company' = <QSTART>Company<QEND> 
AND 'Region' = <QSTART>Region<QEND> 
AND 'Status-STC' = "Enabled" 

Table 15 Example for Query Menu Format using Dynamic Menu Qualification 

Duplicate questions 

If the entries in the Question – Question* column are the same for more than one 
question within an SRD, the values in the Question - Category* column must be unique 
for these questions. The values in the Question – Category* column are used to 
differentiate the questions. 

For example, if the question Primary Site appears twice within an SRD, you can make 
each Primary Site question unique by associating it with a different Question – Category*  
value (for example Question – Category*=ABC and Question – Category*=XYZ). 

In cases where duplicate questions are referenced, be sure to use a bar (|) to separate 
the question and question category (e.g. <question|question category>); do not use just the 
question (e.g. <question>) to reference duplicate questions.  

For example, <Primary Site|ABC> or <Primary Site|XYZ> can be used to refer to the correct 
question instance. 

NOTE: Question is referenced in line types of Variable Mappings, SR Field Mappings, or 
SRD Action.  

Updating the Question Library 

The values (Yes/No) specified in the Question – Add to Library column determine 
whether the question required for an SRD is added to the question library. If Question – 
Add to Library is set to Yes, the SRD datalink will either add the question to the library or 
update it in the library if it already exists. 

NOTE: If you define a question for an SRD that is the same as one defined for a previous 
SRD (regardless of whether it is in the Question Library or not), and both questions are 
defined with the same Category, the earlier question will reflect the new definition. For 
example, an existing question will always be re-defined with new menu items, if the new 
and existing questions were defined in the same way. Because questions are defined by 
the text in the default locale and by Category, you can avoid such unintended updates by 
using values in the Category field to differentiate questions. For example, one question 
can be defined with Category Company1-StaticMenu and the other question with 
Category Company2-StaticMenu. 

Defining sequential & conditional question flow 

The basic definition of a question is the same for either a sequential or conditional 
question flow, that is, define the question in the Question – Category and Question – 
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Question columns, and complete the appropriate columns for the selected question 
format (e.g. Text, Radio Buttons, Checkboxes, Menu, etc.) 

Sequential question flow 

List questions in the order that you want them to appear in the Service Request. 

 
Figure 17 – Entries in CSV file illustrating sequential question flow 

Conditional question flow 
For conditional question flow, use the following columns to specify which questions are 
displayed (the children), depending on answers to previous questions (the parent). 

 Question – Has Condition Children: Set this column to ‘Yes’ for the parent 
question, that is, for any question that has dependent ‘children’ questions. The 
answer to the parent question determines which additional question(s) are displayed. 
The children questions must be listed in the order that they will be asked and must 
follow the parent question. The parent question must have an answer format of Radio 
buttons, Checkboxes, or Menu. 

 Question – If Parent Answer Condition: Use this column for the children questions 
to specify which condition (i.e. answer to the parent question) results in the particular 
child question being displayed.  

In the case of parent question being a check box, use the format:  
<check box option label 1>;<check box option label 2>;…  

 Question – Parent & Question – Parent Category: Use these two columns with the 
children questions to identify the parent question. 

NOTE: The Question – Order column is not needed for conditional question flow. 
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In the example below (Figure 18), the BMC Service Request Management – Question 
Management form has a parent question Computer Type? with conditional children. If the 
answer to the question is laptop, three laptop-related children questions are displayed. If 
the answer to the parent question is desktop, then two desktop-related children questions 
are displayed. The relevant columns in the srd.csv file that correspond to this conditional 
question flow are shown in Figure 19. 

 
Figure 18 - BMC SRM Question Management form showing conditional question set 

 
Figure 19 - Entries in the CSV file illustrating Conditional Question Flow 

Defining locale-specific questions 

If you are creating a locale-specific version of the SRD, then you will likely want to create 
a locale-specific version of the questions, too. You must first create a ‘base’ version of 
the questions with the Locale column value set to null. Then create the locale-specific 
version of the questions; these will be identical to each of the other questions lines, 
except they will have a value in the Locale column (e.g. fr for French).  

To map a question into a variable for a multi-locale SRD, Effect-Tech recommends that 
you define a variable for each locale/language, and map each of the questions for each 
locale into its own variable. For example, an SRD has been defined in the default locale 
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of English (Locale=null) and French (Locale=fr) and contains the question “What type of 

computer?” whose answer is mapped to the variable var_ComputerType. You can define 
the French version of the question by adding a Question line with Locale=fr and the 
question itself as Quel type d’ordinateur? To map the answer to that question in both 
English and French locales, you must define a separate variable for each locale, e.g. 

var_ComputerType1 and var_ComputerType2. You can then use the Variable Mapping line 

type (see below) to map the English version of the question to var_ComputerType1 and the 

French version to var_ComputerType2. Both variables can then be mapped down to any 
fulfillment objects. 

NOTE: You must provide a value in the Null Locale Question column if Locale is set to a 
non-null value and the Line Type = Question. The Null Locale Question value reflects the 
equivalent Question|Category for a null Locale. 

Defining variable mappings in an SRD 

You can use the columns with line type Variable Mapping to map three types of data 
(question responses, text and fields from the service request) to the input variables that 
were defined as part of the PDT. (For information about defining variables in a PDT, see 
Defining variables in a PDT.) The data can be mapped in any combination into the 
variable, but must use the following structure: 

  Question responses 
Use ‘<’ and ‘>’ to enclose question text. The question text must exactly match the 
question defined in the Question line.  

In the case of a duplicate question, use a bar (|) to separate the question and question 
category; for example, <Primary Site|ABC>. 

 Text  
Use double quotes to enclose text values. 

 Fields from the Service Request 
Use single quotes to enclose the database name for the service request fields. The 
Service Request field must exactly match the database name of the actual Service 
Request field. 

In the srd.csv file, specify the variable name in the Variable-SRF Mapping – Variable-SRF 
Name column and specify the data that the variable will be mapped to in the Variable-
SRF Mapping – Mapping column.  

For a simple mapping to a single question, the Variable-SRF Mapping - Mapping column 
might have a value as follows: 

<What is the Business Case for this request?> 

The following example illustrates a more complex variable mapping in the Variable-SRF 
Mapping - Mapping column: 

"Following is the answer to the question about Business Case" + " 

" + <What is the Business Case for this request?> + " 

" + "Following is the data from the Category 1 field of the Service Request" + " 

" + 'Category 1' 

NOTE: Set the Variable-SRF Mapping – Map Data As column to ‘User Displayed 
Response’, and Variable-SRF Mapping – Map Target To to ‘5000’.  
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The Variable Mapping line type corresponds to the Variable Mapping tab of the 
Questions and Mapping dialog box in BMC Service Management. The data that is 
mapped is specified in the Mapping field of the Advanced Mapping dialog box. 

 
Figure 20 - BMC SRM Questions and Mappings - Advanced Mapping dialog 

Defining SR field mappings in an SRD 

The SR Field Mapping line type corresponds to the SR Field Mapping tab on the 
Questions and Mapping dialog box in BMC Service Request Management. The SR Field 
Mapping lines use the Variable-SRF Mapping columns and the identical format of the 
Variable Mapping items; that is, enclose questions in <>, text in double quotes, and field 
names in single quotes. 

 
Figure 21 - Entries in CSV file illustrating SR Field Mapping lines 
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Defining locale-specific fields for an SRD 

The Locale line type allows you to display certain fields (e.g. Title, Description, Keywords) 
in multiple languages. Before you can create a locale-specific SRD, you must create a 
base SRD and navigational category entries for that locale. (NOTE: Use the Navigational 
Category datalink to create navigational categories with line type Locale.)  

To create a locale-specific SRD: 

1. Locate the desired base SRD in the srd.csv file. 

2. Create a Locale line directly after the Base line. 

3. Fill in any locale-specific fields (e.g. Locale SRD Title, Keywords, SRD Instructions, 
Question fields).  

Note: The Locale line must come before any Question lines that are locale-specific. 

Defining SRD Actions 

The SRD Action line type corresponds to the fields on the Actions tab of the Question 
Management form in BMC Service Request Management. Columns with line type SRD 
Action are used to define actions that can auto-fill question(s) when an SRD is requested 
on the Request Entry console. 

NOTE: The SRD Action line type is an SRD-specific line type and is not the same as the 
Action line type. 

This section provides the following information for using the SRD Action option on SRDs. 

 Overview of columns with line type SRD Action 

 Defining trigger qualifications 

 Defining type qualifications 

 Defining field mappings 

 Working with duplicate questions on SRD Action 

 Working with question types on SRD Action 

 
Figure 22 - SRD Action on Effective Transport and corresponding fields on BMC Service Request Definition 
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Overview of columns with line type SRD Action 

Table 16 lists columns in the srd.csv file with line type SRD Action. 

COLUMN DESCRIPTION 

SRD Action – Title* Used to determine if an action has already been defined for an 
SRD. Must be unique within an SRD. 

SRD Action – Trigger Type* Can have one of two values, 'Open Form' or 'Answer Question.' As 
part of the trigger condition, SRD Action - Trigger Type* defines 
when an action will take place. 

SRD Action – Trigger Qualification Defines the condition that will cause the action to run. A qualification 
consists of a question-value pair. If the qualification evaluates to 
true, the action is executed. 

Required when SRD Action – Trigger Type* has value of Answer 
Question.  

SRD Action – Type* Can have only one value, 'Autofill'. (BMC Service Request 
Management 8.1 supports only this one action.)  

If the trigger condition is met, the Autofill action is executed and 
during the service request submission, value(s) will be set to 
question(s) defined in the next three columns, Type Form Name, 
Type Qualification, and Type Field Mappings. 

SRD Action – Type Form Name* Specifies the form from which value(s) (for the Autofill action) will be 
retrieved to populate the question(s) 

SRD Action – Type Qualification Used in conjunction with the form specified in SRD Action - Type 
Form Name* and defines which entry to retrieve from the specified 
form. 

Consists of a field-value pair. If an entry matches the condition 
defined by the field-value pair, the values from the entry are used to 
fill in the questions that are defined in the field-mapping column 
SRD Action – Type Field Mappings*. Otherwise, the question(s) will 
be set to null. 

SRD Action – Type Field Mappings* Used to define the mappings between the questions (as defined by 
the rows in the CSV file with line type=Question) and valid fields 
(from the form specified in SRD Action – Type Form Name*). 
Questions can be of type Text, Date, Time, or Date/Time. 

Table 16 - Columns in srd.csv with line type SRD Action 

Defining trigger qualifications 

Entries in the SRD Action – Trigger Qualification column are used to define trigger 
qualifications. Use the following format for each entry: 

 <QSTART>question<QEND> = "value" 

The left side of the equation must be a question of type Text, Radio Buttons, or Menu 
(either Static or Query); the right side can be text, integer, or keywords. Note that the 
question must be enclosed within the <QSTART> and <QEND> tags, since the question will 
be evaluated dynamically.  

NOTE: NULL is the only keyword allowed in an SRD Action – Trigger Qualification. The 
first dollar sign ($) must be followed by a backslash (\), as follows: 

<QSTART>question<QEND> != $\NULL$. 

For example, in the trigger qualification <QSTART>Laptop or Desktop<QEND> = "Laptop", if the 
question  Laptop or Desktop  evaluates to  Laptop , the attached action is executed.  
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Defining type qualifications 

Entries in the SRD Action – Type Qualification column are used to define type 
qualifications. Use a field-value pair with the following format to define each type 
qualification: 

'valid field' = "value" 

 The left side of the equation must be a valid field from the form specified in the SRD 
Action – Type Form Name* column; the right side can be a question, text, integer, or 
keywords.  

If a question is used, it must be enclosed within the <QSTART> and <QEND> tags, since the 
question will be evaluated dynamically. Questions can be of any type, except Check Box. 

'Company' = <QSTART>Question 1<QEND> AND 'Site' = <QSTART>Question 3<QEND> 

The following keywords are allowed for an SRD Action – Type Qualification:  

 DATE 

 NULL 

 TIME 

 TIMESTAMP 

 USER 

 CUSTOMER 

NOTE: If keyword(s) are used, the first dollar sign ($) must be followed by a backslash (\).  

'Company' = "Effective Technologies" AND 'Region' != $\NULL$ 

Defining field mappings 

Entries in the SRD Action – Type Field Mappings* column are used to define mappings 
between the questions (defined by the rows in the CSV file with line type=Question) and 
valid fields (from the form specified in SRD Action – Type Form Name*). Questions can 
be of type Text, Date, Time, or Date/Time.  

Use the following format to define the field mappings for SRD Action – Type Field 
Mappings*:  

question 1=field 1;question 2=field 2,… 

For example, the field mappings Question 2=Region;Question 3=Site will map the value from 
the Region field to the question 'Question2' and the value from the Site field to the 
question 'Question 3.'  

IMPORTANT: Do not end the field mapping definitions with a semi-colon (;). 

Working with duplicate questions on SRD Action 

If the entries in the Question – Question* column are the same for more than one 
question within an SRD, the values in the Question - Category* column must be unique 
for these questions. The values in the Question – Category* column are used to 
differentiate the questions. 

For example, if the question Primary Site appears twice within an SRD, you can make 
each Primary Site question unique by associating it with a different Question – Category*  
value (for example Question – Category*=ABC and Question – Category*=XYZ). 

NOTE: Use a bar (|) to separate the question and question category. 
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The following examples illustrate how to define unique categories for duplicate questions 
within an SRD: 

 For SRD Action - Trigger Qualification: 

<QSTART>Primary Site|ABC<QEND> = "Site 1"  and   
<QSTART>Primary Site|XYZ<QEND> = "Site 2" 

 For SRD Action - Type Qualification: 

'Company' = <QSTART>Primary Site|ABC<QEND>  and 
'Company' = <QSTART>Primary Site|XYZ<QEND> 

 For SRD Action – Type Field Mappings*: 

Primary Site|ABC=Site  and Primary Site|XYZ=Site 

In the example above, the left-side of the expression (Primary Site|ABC and 
PrimarySite|XYZ) refers to a question and associated question categories and the right-
side (Site) refers to a valid field from a form specified in SRD Action – Type Form*.  

Working with question types on SRD Action 

The following table lists the type of questions that can be used on the trigger and type 
qualification columns and the field mappings column on SRD Action. The data is based 
on restrictions observed from using the SRD Action feature through the Question 
Management window on BMC Service Request Management 8.1. 

COLUMN NAME TEXT RADIO 
BUTTONS 

CHECK 
BOXES 

RANGE MENU 
 
(STATIC  
and 
QUERY) 

DATE/ 
TIME 

DATE TIME 

Action Trigger 
Qualification 

(question type that 
can be used on the 
qualification) 

X X   X    

Action Type 
Qualification 

(question type that 
can be used on the 
qualification) 

X X  X X X X X 

Field Action 
Mapping 

(question type that 
can be assigned) 

X     X X X 

Table 17 – Restrictions on question types for SRD Action 
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Defining an entitlement rule in an SRD 

The line type Entitlement is used to apply people qualifications to an SRD, and 
corresponds to adding entries to the table on the Entitlement tab of BMC Service 
Request Management.  

NOTE: The entitlement rules must be pre-defined manually.  

The following line illustrates how to associate an entitlement rule to an SRD. 

LINE TYPE* SRD TITLE* COMPANY* PEOPLE 
QUALIFICATION 
NAME* 

EXCLUSION 
RULE 

COMMENTS 

Entitlement SRD Sample 1 Calbro Financial -Everyone-  People 
Qualification 
Name is PED in 
entitlement. 

Defining a service target for an SRD 

The line type SLM is used to associate service targets to an SRD, and corresponds to 
adding entries to the table on the SLM tab of BMC Service Request Management. 

NOTE: Service targets are available only if BMC Service Level Management is installed. 
The service targets must be pre-defined. 

The following line illustrates how to associate a service target to an SRD. 

LINE TYPE* SRD TITLE* COMPANY* SLM TITLE* COMMENTS 

SLM SRD Sample 1 Calbro Financial Email - service 
request response time 

SLM Title is the title of the service 
target defined for SRM:Request. 

Taking an SRD offline 

You can use the line type Action to set the status of an SRD using one of the following 
values: 

  Activate SRD – Sets the SRD to deploy or turn it online (if it is offline). If the SRD 
requires approval before deployment, it will be set to Pending Approval. 

 Take SRD Offline – Inactivates the SRD, making it unavailable for selection. 

 Delete SRD – Deletes the SRD entry. 

The following line illustrates how to take an SRD offline. 

LINE TYPE* SRD TITLE* COMPANY* ACTION* COMMENTS 

Action SRD Sample 1 Calbro Financial Take SRD Offline  

Verifying creation of an SRD  

You can verify that an SRD was created successfully by locating it in BMC Service 
Request Management using one of the following methods. 

 Service Request Definition form 
From the ITSM Home Page, select Service Request Management >Service Catalog 
Manager. 

 Request Entry form 
From the ITSM Home Page, Select Service Request Management > Request Entry. 
In the Request Form in BMC Service Request Management, search on keywords 
from the SRD title. If the SRD was created successfully and is online, it appears in 
the search results and is ready for use.  
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Chapter 5 

Building SRDs with the SRD QuickBuilder 

Effective Transport ships with the SRD QuickBuilder tool. The SRD QuickBuilder allows 
you to create new SRDs from a set of pre-defined SRD templates (see table below). The 
structure of the SRD template is preserved in the new SRD. However, you have the 
ability to modify the values of questions, select SRD components—like Company, and 
backend fulfillment entities, such as WOT (work order template), CT (change template), 
IT (incident template), and TT (task template). These new values are used to create the 
new SRD. The newly created SRD can serve as a template to create other SRDs. 

A SRD template is stored on the SRD and SRD-related staging forms. Its underlying 
components – which include PDT, AOT, and any backend fulfillment components, such 
as WOT, CT, IT, TGT, and TT – are stored on their respective staging forms. 

NOTE: The set of pre-defined SRD templates can be imported by running a Transport job 
called Import SRD Templates before they can be used with the SRD QuickBuilder. The 
Jobs feature is part of the Effective Transport application. See the following section 
Importing SRD Templates for information on how to run the job to import the SRD 
templates.  

If you choose not to run the Transport job to import the SRD templates, you will need to 
create your own SRD templates to use with the SRD QuickBuilder.  

SRD TITLE DESCRIPTION 

Schedule Badge Photo with 
Security 

Creates a work order, no template, 3 questions (2 free-form text answers 
and a date), All 3 questions mapped to Details tab of Work Order. 

Office Move Request Quick Launch to BMC web site, Navigational Category is Employee 
Services 

Project Initiation Request Creates a work order using template of same name. Maps question data 
into detailed description fields on the Detailed description fields on the 
Details tab. Hardcoded Categorization 1 to Request (also reflected in the 
template.) Questions include business justification and impact data. 

Create New Logical Partition Creates a change (no template),  details, business impact, justification 
and urgency data to the change. Categorization data hard-coded to 
Request/Config.  Timing=Normal, Type=Change. 

Ethics and Compliance Training Quick Launch to BMC web site, Navigational Category is Employee 
Services 

Benefits Enrollment Quick Launch to BMC web site, Navigational Category is Employee 
Services 

Vacation Request Creates work order, no template, maps question data into "TYPE" fields 

Create a Service Catalog Item Creates an incident - no template - 1 question is mapped into Detailed 
Description.  Description and Categorization Tier 1/2 values are 
hardcoded (in the AOT). Nav Cat is IT Services. 

Firewall Request Creates a change using a template with same name, 1 question mapped 
into detailed description, company data value hardcoded in SRD, 
description hard coded in AOT. Nav cat is Adv IT Services. 

New Hire Creates 2 Work Orders and an Incident initially using templates. After 
those are complete 2 more incidents are created using templates.  

Password Reset
1
 Uses out of the box AIF. Maps Summary field into Description and SR 

Type Field 1 which has all data from the AIF fields into Detailed 
Description/Notes. 

                                                                 
1 Password Reset uses the advanced interface form that comes with the BMC Service Request Management 

application "Password Reset Example". This SRD is fully functioning only if the BMC SRM application is 
 installed. 
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SRD TITLE DESCRIPTION 

Installs, Moves, Adds, 
Changes

2
 

Uses copy of out of box AIF. Creates a change using a Change Template 
of same name. Maps urgency, business justification, desc and detailed 
desc from fields in SR. 

Blackberry Request Creates a single Work Order using WOT of the same name, WOT has 
Op and Prod Cats, Nav Cat is Telecommunications Svc. Question data is 
mapped to details tab. 

Application Access Simple Application Access - Creates a work order using a template of the 
same name. Question data is mapped into the details tab. 

Sharepoint Access Access to a Sharepoint site for 1 or more people. Creates a work order 
using a template of the same name. Question data is mapped into the 
details tab. 

Schedule Exit Interview Creates a work order, using a work order template, 2 free-form response 
questions and 2 date/time field response questions. Maps data into Type 
fields 

Work Order No Template Creates a work order, no template, 3 free-form text questions mapped 
into the "type" fields on the Details tab of the Work Order. 2 date-time 
fields mapped into the "type" fields on the Details tab of the Work Order. 
Navigational Category is IT Services for Users. Turnaround Time is 5 
days. 

Work Order Template Business 
Justify and Impact 

Creates a work order using template of same name. Maps question data 
into detailed description and the "TYPE" fields. Hardcoded Categorization 
1 to Request (also reflected in the template.) Questions include business 
justification and impact data. 

Change Template with Task 
Group Template Business 
Justify 

Creates a change using a template with same name. Change Template 
has a child Task Group Template with 3 Tasks. Business Justification 
and Impact are included in questions. 

Change No Template Creates a change (no template),impact and urgency from  questions to 
the change. Categorization and other data hard coded. 

Incident No Template Creates an incident - no template -Service Type=User Service Request, 
Categorization Tier 1/2 are Request/Configuration, Impact of the Incident 
is Minor, Urgency is Low 

Incident Template Creates an incident – using a template of the same name. 

Connection or Network Access Creates an incident - using a template of the same name. Service 
Type=User Service Request, Categorization Tier 1/2 are 
Failure/Connectivity  

Table 18 - Transport out-of-box SRD Templates  

                                                                 

2 Installs, Moves, Adds, Changes uses the advanced interface form EffectTech:AdvancedInterface 

Mapped that ships with SRD Datalink 2.0. This advanced interface form does not come with any workflow. You 
need to supply the workflow in order for this SRD to function fully upon deployment. 
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Importing SRD Templates 

The Effective Transport application comes with predefined SRD templates. The 
templates are in the form of CSV files and are located in the Datalink subfolder 
\SRDTemplates. You import the SRD templates using the Manage Jobs feature of the 
Effective Transport application. 

On the Transport Onboarding Console left navigational bar, click on Manage Jobs. On 
the Transport Job Console, select the job entry Import SRD Templates and click Run. 

 

Figure 23 - Onboarding Console: Import SRD Templates 

NOTE: When running the job, you may get a timeout error 92. This does not mean that 
the job failed; the job is still being processed in the background. You can click on the 
Refresh button to check the status on the run history (table on the lower right hand side). 
An entry appears with either Result=Pending Job Completion, Success, or Error. While 
the job is being processed, the status will read Result=Pending Job Completion. The 
status value will change to Success if all items were processed successfully or Error if an 
error was encountered.  

A job status of Result= Success indicates that all datalinks were successfully run and 
data was imported. However, it is possible that individual datalinks encountered errors. 
Review the status of the job items to see the actual results of the job.  

Note that for this particular job, the SRD components are imported to the staging form; 
they are not transported. The SRD components are available as SRD templates to be 
used by the SRD QuickBuilder. If you want to deploy the SRD Templates themselves as 
SRDs, you will need to transport the data that has been imported for those datalinks. This 
could be done by modifying the existing job, creating a new job, or running the job items 
manually using the Onboarding Console. 
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Figure 24 - Import SRD Templates: Results=Pending Job Completion while job is running 

 

Figure 25 - Import SRD Templates: Result=Success/Error once job is complete 

The job entry has the following job items: 

 Import&Transport Company 

 Import&Transport People 

 Import&Transport Operational Category 

 Import&Transport Product Category 

 Import&Transport Support Group 

 Import&Transport Group Assignment 

 Import&Transport People profile 

 Import Task Template 

 Import Task Group Template 

 Import Incident Template 

 Import Change Template 

 Import Work Order Template 

 Import&Transport Navigational Category 

 Import&Transport SRD Level 

 Import AOT 

 Import PDT 

 Import SRD 

NOTE: If you run the job more than once, multiple entries will be created on the 
secondary forms for the SRD templates. This will prevent the SRD creation from running 
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correctly. If this happens, select Data→ Delete All SRD Templates on the left navigation 
menu to delete all existing SRD templates. You can run the job to start with a clean set of 
SRD templates. To prevent accidental deletion of all SRD templates, a prompt is 
provided to allow user to reconsider whether to delete all the SRD templates or not.  

Accessing the SRD QuickBuilder Console 

The SRD QuickBuilder Console provides an interface for creating a new SRD from an 
existing SRD template. To access the SRD QuickBuilder Console, select Advanced 
Functions > SRD QuickBuilder on the Onboarding Console. The Service Request 
Definition (SRD) QuickBuilder Console appears. 

 
Figure 26 - Accessing the SRD QuickBuilder Console from the Onboarding Console 

The SRD QuickBuilder Console consists of a navigation menu, the SR Definition 
Template table, the SR Definition Template Diagram, and the SR Definition Template 
Details. 

 SR Definition Template table lists the available SRD templates, as well as SRDs that 
are in the process of being created through the Create SR Definition Wizard (SRD 
Wizard). 

 SR Definition Template Details provides a brief description of the template 
components and the request type. See the table in Using the SRD QuickBuilder to 
create SRDs for the SR Definition Templates and their SR Definition Template 
Details as they are displayed in SRD QuickBuilder.  

 SR Definition Template Diagram displays an image of the general structure of the 
selected SRD template, particularly its backend fulfillment entities. See the table 
below for images and descriptions of the various SRD templates.  

NOTE: Request Type of Standard refers to an SRD with a backend fulfillment of 
incident, change, or work order. The other Request Type is Quick Launch where 
there is no backend fulfillment attached. An SRD with Request Type of Quick Launch 
will take the user to another website via the URL specified in the SRD. 
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IMAGES DESCRIPTION   

 

The SRD template has Request Type of 
Standard and will create a work order without 
using a work order template.   

 

The SRD template has Request Type of 
Standard and will create a work order using a 
work order template.   

 

This SRD template has Request Type of Quick 
Launch and requires an URL. 

 

The SRD template has Request Type of 
Standard and will create a change request 
without using a change template.   

 

The SRD template has Request Type of 
Standard and will create a change request 
using a change template.   

 

The SRD template has Request Type of 
Standard and will create an incident without 
using an incident template.   

 

The SRD template has Request Type of 
Standard and will create an incident using an 
incident template.   

 

The SRD template has Request Type of 
Standard and will create an incident without 
using an incident template.  This SRD will use 
an advanced interface form (AIF). 
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IMAGES DESCRIPTION   

 

The SRD template has Request Type of 
Standard and will create a change request 
using a change template.  This SRD will use an 
advanced interface form (AIF). 

 

The SRD template has Request Type of 
Standard and will create two work orders using 
work order templates and an incident using an 
incident template. When these requests are 
fulfilled. It will create two incidents using 
incident templates.   

Table 19 - SR Definition Template diagrams 

Working with SRDs in the SR Definition Template table 

The buttons above the SR Definition Template table allow you to view the Template 
Detail forms for completed SRD Templates, create new SRDs using the SRD Wizard, 
delete a SRD Template and all related entries, or search for specific SRD Templates.  
Deletion is allowed for all status values except when Status=Template. 

The View option brings up the Template Details form for entries with Status = Template 
or Processed. See Viewing the composition of an SRD Template below for more 
information about the Template Details form. For entries with all other Status values 
(New, Created, Validated, or Error), clicking on View brings up the SRD Wizard to allow 
continuation with the SRD creation process.  

The Create SRD option brings up the SRD Wizard for creating a new SRD based on the 
selected SRD entry on the SR Definition Template table. This option is not available for 
entries with Status=New. 

NOTE: An existing SRD template must have all its backend staging form entries 
generated before it can serve as a template for creating a new SRD. For this to occur, the 
SRD template must have successfully completed at least the Create Entry step of the 
Generate Stage of the SRD Wizard, and reached a Status=Created. 

The Delete option deletes all entries that make up the SRD template selected from the 
SR Definition Template table. This includes entries in the Template Details and Template 
Line Items forms, and all backend entries on the related staging forms. Deletion is 
allowed for all status values except when Status=Template. .  

The Search option allows you to narrow down the entries that appear in the SR Definition 
Template table based on the search criteria. A search can be performed on the Name, 
Category 1, Category 2, Category 3, Template Description, Keywords and Company 
fields. 

Viewing the composition of an SRD Template 

The Template Details form displays information about a SRD template, including its 
Status, Validation status, Template Status, and the staging form entries that make up the 
SRD. Each entry in the Line Items table corresponds to a staging form entry for the SRD. 

To view the Template Details form for a particular SRD, select the SRD from the SR 
Definition Template table and select Settings > View Details.  
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If an SRD has a Status=Template or Status=Processed, you can also access the 
Template Details form by selecting the SRD in the SR Definition Template table and 
clicking View.  

Removing entries from the SR Definition Template table 

You can remove an SRD template from the SR Definition Template table  
(i.e. make it unavailable) by using the Inactivate Template command. The SRD template 
is not deleted and can be added back to the SR Definition Template table. 

To remove an SRD template from the SR Definition Template table: 

1. From the SR Definition Template table, select the SRD template that you wish to 
remove. 

2. Select Settings >Inactivate Template. A confirm dialog box appears. 

3. Select Yes to remove the selected SRD template from the table. 

Alternately, you can select the SRD template from the SR Definition Template table and 
select Settings > View Details. In the Template Details form, set Template Status to 
‘Inactive.’ 

NOTE: To add an inactive SRD template back to the SR Definition Template table, 
search for the Template Details form to locate the SRD. Select the Template, change its 
status to ‘Active’ and save.  

Using the SRD Wizard 

SRD QuickBuilder provides a wizard, the Create SR Definition Wizard (SRD Wizard) that 
walks you through the process of creating a new SRD from an existing SRD template. 
The creation process consists of three stages: Initialize, Customize, and Generate. At 
each stage, you can review and customize the values that will be used in the new SRD. 

1. Initialize Stage 
Backend entries that are needed to store data for the new SRD are generated. 

2. Customize Stage 
User modifies values of the new SRD and backend fulfillment entries; changes are 
saved to the Set Value forms.  

3. Generate Stage                                                                                                     
The new SRD is created through a 3-step process that creates the staging form 
entries, validates the staging form entries, and pushes the data to the BMC Service 
Request Management forms. 

 
Figure 27 - Stages of the SRD Wizard and activities within the stages  
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Accessing the SRD Wizard 

The Create SR Definition Wizard (SRD Wizard) is accessed through the SRD 
QuickBuilder Console.  

To access the SRD Wizard:  

1. From the SR Definition Template table of SRD QuickBuilder Console, select the SRD 
template, where status is ‘Processed’ or ‘Template’, to use as the basis for the new 
SRD.  

2. Click Create SRD. The Initialize Stage window of the SRD Wizard appears.  

NOTE: You can exit the wizard at any stage by clicking Close. 
To complete creation of an SRD, select the unfinished SRD entry in the SR Definition 
Template table and click View.  

Initialize Stage 

In the Initialize Stage of the SRD Wizard, the backend entries on the Template Details, 
Template Line Items, and Set Value forms are created to store data for the new SRD. 

 
Figure 28 - SRD Wizard: Initialize stage 

The Initialize Stage window is divided into two sections, the SR Definition Template 
Diagram (left) and the SR Definition Values (right). 

 The SR Definition Template Diagram displays the general structure of the SRD 
template, particularly its backend fulfillment entities. Refer to the table in Accessing 
the SRD QuickBuilder Console for more information about the diagrams. 

 The SR Definition Values section displays information about the SRD template. The 
initial values are those of the base SRD template. 
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 Name: The value of the Name field is based on the SRD title (original template 
name) and cannot be changed. The value will be automatically updated when the 
SRD Title is modified during the Customize stage. 

 Description: Modify the Description field to match the function of the new SRD. 
The Description field is optional. 

 Customer: Select a value from the list of established customers.  

 Project Name: Select from a list of defined projects for the selected Customer. 
The Project Name is optional. 

 Company: Any modifications you make to the Company field will replace the 
following fields in other components of the SRD.  The Company field is required. 

COMPONENT FIELDS 

Service Request Definition Company 

Process Definition Template Company 

Application Object Template Company 

Work Order Template Company, Location Company 

Change Template Location Company 

Incident Template N/A - Company field is only used to drive menus on the 
incident template staging form 

Task Group Template Company 

Task Template Location Company 

Table 20 – SRD Wizard - 'Company' modifications to SRD components 

NOTE: See Modifying Questions in an SRD for specific object values, such as 
categorization and assignment that are affected by changes to the Company 
value. These object values need careful review to ensure they have the correct 
data. Errors may occur during validation if the data is incorrect.  

 Regenerate SR Definition? Select ‘Yes’ to update the SRD if the SRD already 
exists.  When the Regenerate SR Definition? flag is set to ‘Yes’, the Reuse 
Process? flag will default to ‘Yes.’ When both flags are set to ‘Yes,’ you can 
change the SRD values, but not the process (i.e. the Process Definition Template 
or PDT).  By default, the Regenerate SR Definition? flag is set to ‘No.’ 

NOTE: If the existing SRD is online, it will be taken offline, deleted, and a new 
SRD will be created. If the existing SRD has an active service request attached, 
you will be notified that the Regenerate SR Definition feature will not work; both 
Regenerate SR Definition? and Reuse Process? flags will be set to ‘No.’ 

 Reuse Process? The Reuse Process? flag is automatically set to ‘Yes’ if the 
Regenerate SR Definition? flag is set to ‘Yes.’ If you set the Regenerate SR 
Definition? flag to ‘No’ and the Reuse Process? flag to ‘Yes,’ the new SRD will 
reuse the existing PDT instead of creating a new one. By default, the Reuse 
Process? Flag is set to ‘No’. 

See the table below for the various Regenerate SR Definition and Reuse 
Process combinations. 

 Locale: The value of the Locale field cannot be changed. The Locale value is 
taken from the original SRD template. 

 Name Tag: By default, it is set to the timestamp.  User can change this value as 
long as it will make the underlying structure (AOT, PDT, or TGT) unique. 
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REGENERATE 
SRD FLAG 

REUSE 
FLAG 

OUTCOME 

No Yes 1. New SRD: Create new SRD. Reuse existing Process created 
from original template. Therefore, cannot make changes 
to backend templates (Note: Options will not show up on the 
customize stage).  

Yes Yes 2. Recreate the current SRD: SRD Instance ID stays the same.  
Reuse existing Process. Do not allow changes to backend 
templates (Note: Options will not show up on the customize 
stage.).  

No No 3. New SRD: Create new SRD. Create new process.  Allow 
changes to backend templates.   

Yes No 4. Recreate the current SRD: SRD Instance ID stays the same.   
Create new Process. Do not allow changes to backend 
templates (Note: Options will not show up on the customize 
stage.).  

Table 21 – SRD Wizard: SR Definition Values - Reuse/Regenerate combinations 

Exiting the Initialize stage 

Select one of the following to exit the Initialize stage: 

 Click Next to continue to the Customize stage. 

 Click Close to exit the wizard. In the dialog box that appears, select ‘Yes’ to delete 
the backend entries that were created, or select ‘No’ to save the backend entries 
upon exiting. If you select ‘No,’ the SRD will appear in the SR Definition Template 
table with Status=New. 
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Customize Stage 

In the Customize stage, you can modify the values of select components of the new SRD 
and its backend fulfillment entries. The Customize window is divided into three areas: SR 
Definition Template Diagram, SR Definition Objects, and Selected SR Definition Object 
Values. 

 
Figure 29 - SRD Wizard: Customize stage 

 SR Definition Template Diagram displays the general structure of the SRD template. 
It is the same diagram displayed in the Initialize stage window and will be the 
diagram shown on the Service Request. 

 SR Definition Objects table lists the objects that can be customized. Service Request 
Definition will always appear. Depending on the structure of the SRD, you may also 
find Work Order Template, Change Template, Incident Template and/or Task 
Template listed in this table. 

 Selected SR Definition Object Values table lists the sections of the selected object 
that can be modified. The table on the left displays the sections that can be 
customized in the form of a question, like Change the name? The fields listed on the 
right can be modified for the selected object value. Any changes to the values are 
automatically saved. 
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OBJECT OBJECT VALUES FIELDS 

Service Request Definition Change the title, description, 
keywords and instructions? 

Title*, Description*, Keywords, and 
Instructions 

Service Request Definition Change the category? Navigational Category 1*, Navigational 
Category 2, and Navigational  
Category 3 

Service Request Definition Change the service level? SRD Level 

Service Request Definition Change the activation dates? Start Date and End Date 

Service Request Definition Change the turnaround time? Turnaround Time and Turnaround 
Time Units 

Service Request Definition Change the cost? Account Number, Expected Cost, and 
Price 

Service Request Definition Change the business service? Business Service 

Service Request Definition Change the assignment? Catalog Manager Company, Catalog 
Manager Name, Coordinator 
Company, and Coordinator Group 

Service Request Definition Change the questions?
3
 N/A 

Service Request Definition Change the approval values? Approval Type, Max Approval Levels, 
Approver Full Name, User Request 
Manager, and Approver Support Group 

Service Request Definition Change the image? N/A  

Service Request Definition Change the URL?
4
 URL 

Work Order Template Change the name Template Name*, Summary* 

Work Order Template Change the operational category? Operational Category 1, Operational 
Category 2, and Operational  
Category 3 

Work Order Template Change the product category? Product Category 1, Product Category 
2, Product Category 3, Product Name, 
Model/Version, and Manufacturer 

Work Order Template Change the assignment? Request Manager: Support Company, 
Support Organization, Support Group 
Name, and Request Manager 

Request Assignee: Support Company, 
Support Organization, Support Group 
Name, and     Request Assignee 

Work Order Template Change the location? Region, Site Group, and Site 

Incident Template Change the name? Incident Template Name* and 
Summary* 

Incident Template Change the operational category? Operational Category 1, Operational 
Category 2, and Operational  
Category 3 

Incident Template Change the product category? Product Category 1, Product Category 
2, Product Category 3, Product Name, 
Model/Version, and Manufacturer 

Incident Template Change the assignment? Support Company, Support 
Organization, Assigned Group, and 
Assignee 

Incident Template Change the template category? Template Category Tier 1*, Template 
Category Tier 2, and Template 
Category Tier 3 

                                                                 
3
 This is applicable to Service Request Definition with Request Type=Standard. This entry will not show up on 

the table if the Request Type is Quick Launch. 

4
 This is applicable to Service Request Definition with Request Type=Quick Launch. This entry will not show up 

on the table if the Request Type is Standard. 
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OBJECT OBJECT VALUES FIELDS 

Incident Template Change the authoring group? Authoring Company*, Authoring 
Organization*, and Authoring Group* 

Change Template Change the name? Change Template Name* and 
Summary 

Change Template Change the operational category? Operational Category 1, Operational 
Category 2, and Operational Category 
3 

Change Template Change the product category? Product Category 1, Product Category 
2, Product Category 3, Product Name, 
Model/Version, and Manufacturer 

Change Template Change the assignment? Manager Company, Manager 
Organization, Manager Group Name, 
Coordinator Support Company, 
Coordinator Support Organization, 
Coordinator Support Group Name, Impl 
Support Company, Impl Support 
Organization, and Impl Support Group 
Name 

Change Template Change the location? Region, Site Group, and Site 

Change Template Change the authoring group? Authoring Company*, Authoring 
Organization*, and Authoring Group* 

Task Template Change the name? Template Name* 

Task Template Change the operational category? Operational Cat Tier 1, Operational Cat 
Tier 2, and Operational Cat Tier 3 

Task Template Change the product category? Product Cat Tier 1, Product Cat Tier 2, 
Product Cat Tier 3, Product Name, 
Model/Version, and Manufacturer 

Task Template Change the assignment? Assignee Company, Assignee 
Organization, Assignee Group, and 
Assignee 

Task Template Change the location? Region, Site Group, and Site 

Table 22 – SRD Wizard: Customize stage - Objects, Object Values & Fields 
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Selecting the SRD image 

You can specify the image to associate with the new SRD by modifying the Change the 
image? object value of the Service Request Definition. 

 
Figure 30 - SRD Wizard: Customize Stage - Change the image? 

To select an image for an SRD: 

1. In the Customize stage of the SRD Wizard, select the Service Request Definition 
entry in the SR Definition Objects table. 

2. In the Selected SR Definition Object Values table, select Change the image? 

3. On the SR Definition tab, select an image from the Image Table. The image you 
selected appears in the Image Selection window.  

NOTE: The image currently associated with the SRD template appears in the 
Template Image window.  

4. Click Select to replace the image in the Template Image window with the image you 
selected. 

Creating and Modifying questions in a SRD 

When the SRD is replicated using the SRD QuickBuilder, the questions from the SRD 
template are inherited. You can modify the text of these questions, but cannot remove, 
change the order, or change the type of these inherited questions. However, you can 
modify some of the values (such as question text and default value) and create new 
questions. Newly created questions are added at the end of the question list. 

In the Selected SR Definition Object Values table, select Change the questions? 
Questions that are inherited from the SRD template appear in the Questions table on the 
right side of the page.   
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NOTE: The object value Change the question? is only applicable when Request Type 
of the SRD is Standard. This entry will not show up on the table if the Request Type is 
Quick Launch.   

 
Figure 31 - SRD Wizard: Customize stage - Change the questions? 

Modify Question: This button brings up the Modify Question dialog box which allows 
you to modify the question selected on the table. You can modify the following: 

 Category and Question Text 
If either of these fields are modified, clicking ‘Done’ will also update the Parent 
Question Category and Parent Question of the children questions, if the current 
question has any children. 

NOTE: Do not change the Question Category if duplicate question is used. 

 Required?, Hidden?, and Add to Library? flags 

 Default Value 

 If the current question is not the parent, you can modify the parameters for the 
following Answer Format: 

 Text 
- Text Rows and Text Length 

 Radio Buttons 
- Menu/Radio/CheckBox Values 

 Check Boxes 
- Menu/Radio/CheckBox Values 

 Range 
- Range MinMax (Min|Max), Range Max Label and Range Min Label 
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Figure 32 - SRD Wizard: Customize stage - Modify Question 

Create Question - This button brings up the Create Question dialog box which allows 
you to create a new question. Fill in the fields and click Done. The new question will be 
added to the table on the SRD Wizard. It does not allow question condition. 

 

Figure 33 - SRD Wizard: Customize Stage - Create Questions 

Answer Format - For both Modify Question and Create Question, specific Answer 
Format values such as Text, Radio Buttons, Check Boxes, Range, and Menu will have 
additional fields that you can change (for Modify Question) or need to enter values in the 
fields (for Create Question).  
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The following screenshots show the additional fields for these Answer Format values. 
The format for Menu/Radio/Checkbox Values when Answer Format = Radio 
Buttons/Check Boxes/Menu (Menu Type=Static) is 

Displayed Value1|Stored Value1|Order1;Displayed Value2|Stored Value2|Order2;etc. 

Example:  
For the question, Is the project funded for this quarter?, the answer choices Yes or No 
would be expressed as   

Yes |0|1;No|1|2 

For query menu with dynamic qualification, please refer to the Question formats under 
Query Menu format section above for information on how to fill in the Query Menu 
Qualification field. 

 

Figure 34 - Answer Format = Text 

 

Figure 35 - Answer Format=Radio Buttons or Answer Format=Checkboxes 

 

Figure 36 - Answer Format=Range 

 

Figure 37 - Answer Format=Menu, Menu Type=Static 

 

Figure 38 - Answer Format=Menu, Menu Type=Query 
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Figure 39 - Answer Format=Date/Time, Date, or Time 

Steps to Create or Modify a question. 

1. In the Customize stage of the SRD Wizard, select the Service Request Definition 
entry in the SR Definition Objects table. 

2. To create a new question, click Create Question located below the Question Table. 
The Create Question dialog box appears. 

 

Figure 40 - SRD Wizard: Create Question dialog box 

a. Fill in the fields, as appropriate, for the new SRD. 

b. Click Done. The question is added to the Question Text table on the Customize 
Stage window. 

NOTE: Question sequence cannot be changed. New questions which are added 
using Create Question are included at the end. Questions cannot be removed 
from an SRD. However, they can be hidden so that they do not show up on the 
front-end form. Any mapping that was originally defined for a question will be 
inherited from the template. 
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3. To add, or change the text of existing questions, click Modify Questions. The Modify 
Questions dialog box appears. 

  
Figure 41 - SRD Wizard: Modify Questions dialog box 

To add text to existing question, modify the values in the field as needed, and click 
Done. The modified question will be updated in the Table. 

IMPORTANT: If you modified the Company value in the Initialize Stage, you need to 
review the following object values to ensure they have the correct data. If the data is 
incorrect, errors may occur during the validation step of the Generate Stage. For fields 
with a menu attached, most menus are based on the Company field value. 

OBJECT OBJECT VALUES 

Service Request Definition Change the category? 

Change the assignment? 

Change the approval values? 

Work Order Template Change the operational category? 

Change the product category? 

Change the assignment? 

Change the location? 

Change Template Change the operational category? 

Change the product category? 

Change the assignment? 

Change the location? 

Change the authoring group? 

Incident Template Change the operational category? 

Change the product category? 

Change the assignment? 

Change the template category? 

Change the authoring group? 
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OBJECT OBJECT VALUES 

Task Template Change the operational category? 

Change the product category? 

Change the assignment? 

Change the template category? 

Table 23 – List of Company-related Objects and Object Values 

Changing the Quick Launch URL 

The object value Change the URL? is applicable only when an SRD has Request Type 
of Quick Launch. Enter the URL to be associated with the new SRD in the URL field on 
the SR Definition tab; changes are automatically saved. 

 
Figure 42 - SRD Wizard: Customize Stage - Change the URL? 

Customizing the SRD Object Values table 

If there are specific object values that you do not want modified, you can hide them from 
the Selected SR Definition Object Values table.  

To hide object values from the Selected SR Definition Object Values table: 

1. From the Customize stage window of the SRD Wizard, click Advanced Settings. The 
Select Values to Customize dialog box appears. 

2. De-select the object values to hide and click Close. The de-selected items will not 
appear in the Selected SR Definition Object Values table. 
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NOTE: The changes you made through the Select Values to Customize dialog box 
apply only to the current template. By default, the object values for all objects are 
visible to the user. 

 
Figure 43 - SRD Wizard: Select Values to Customize dialog box 

Exiting the Customize stage 

To exit the Customize stage, select one of the following: 

 Click Next to continue to the Generate stage 

 Click Back to review values on the Initialize stage 

 Click Close to exit the wizard. The changes you made to the new SRD are 
automatically saved. The SRD template will appear in the SR Definition Template 
table with Status = New. 

NOTE: To return to the wizard to complete the SRD, select the SRD Template from 
the SR Definition Template table and click View. The SRD Wizard appears.  
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Generate stage 

In the Generate Stage of the SRD Wizard, the new SRD is created through a  
3-step process: Create Entry, Validate Entry, and Publish Entry. The entries in the SR 
Definition table correspond one-to-one to the staging form entries that make up the SRD. 
During each phase of the Generate Stage, you can check the Status column to determine 
which entries were processed successfully and which entries require corrective action. 

  
Figure 44 - SRD Wizard: Generate Stage - Published (Status=Processed) 

 Create Entry – A new SRD is created by replicating the staging form entries of the 
SRD template and replacing the values that were modified during the Customize 
stage.  

If all staging form entries were created successfully, the entries in the SR Definition 
table will have Status = Created, and the Create Entry button will be disabled. 

 Validate Entry – Data on the staging form entries is validated to ensure the data is 
free from error. If errors do occur, you can troubleshoot to correct the data during this 
step.  

If all data entries on the staging forms were validated successfully, the entries in the 
SR Definition table will have Status = Validated, and the Validate Entry button will be 
disabled. 

NOTE: You cannot proceed to the next step until all data has been validated 
successfully. 

 Publish Entry – Data on the staging form entries is pushed to the BMC Service 
Request Management forms. 

If all data entries on the staging forms were processed successfully, the SRD is 
created on the BMC Service Request Management forms. The entries in the SR 
Definition table will have Status = Processed, and the Publish Entry button will be 
disabled.  
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Trouble-shooting data errors 

During the SRD creation process, most errors occur on the data or values entered during 
the Customize Stage. To correct these errors, trouble-shooting most likely is needed 
during the Validate Entry step of the Generate Stage, and occasionally during the Publish 
Entry step. 

For example, if the values of Catalog Manager of the SRD are not valid, errors will occur 
during the Validate Entry step and Status = Error will appear for entries in the SR 
Definition table of the Generate Stage window.  

 

Figure 45 – SRD Wizard: Generate Stage - Errors during Validation 

To trouble-shoot data errors during validation: 

1. Click Close to exit the SRD Wizard. 

2. On the SRD QuickBuilder Console, select the SRD entry in the SR Definition 
Template table and select Settings > View Details from the navigational bar. The 
Template Details form appears. 
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NOTE: The entries in the Line Items table correspond one-to-one to the staging form 
entries that make up the SRD 

 
Figure 46 - Troubleshooting on the Template Details form 

3. Review the Error Messages field to determine the source of the error.  

In this example, the following error messages might appear if the values of the 
Catalog Manager are not valid, as reported in the first error message. The other 
errors are a result of this first error. 

ERROR: Catalog Manager does not exist or is not enabled. 

Filter: 
EffectTech:Datalink:QuickStart:SRM:SRD:435:CheckCatalogMgrIfExists-ERROR  

ERROR: SRD does not exist.   

Filter: 
EffectTech:Datalink:QuickStart:SRM:SRD:230:CheckIfSRDExists-ERROR  

ERROR: SRD does not exist.   

Filter: 
EffectTech:Datalink:QuickStart:SRM:SRD:230:CheckIfSRDExists-ERROR  

ERROR: SRD does not exist.   

Filter: 
EffectTech:Datalink:QuickStart:SRM:SRD:230:CheckIfSRDExists-ERROR  

ERROR: SRD does not exist.   

Filter: 
EffectTech:Datalink:QuickStart:SRM:SRD:230:CheckIfSRDExists-ERROR  

.etc… 
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4. To correct a data entry on a staging form, double-click the first entry in the Line Items 
table which has Status=Error. The staging form tied to the selected line item appears. 

5. Correct the value on the field that caused the error, and save the entry. 

6. On the SRD QuickBuilder Console, select the same entry from the SR Definition 
Template table and click view. The SRD Wizard appears. 

7. In the Generate Stage, click Validate Entry. If the data was corrected successfully, 
the validation step completes without error. 

Repeat these trouble-shooting steps, moving down the Line Items to identify and correct 
the values that are the source of the errors. 

Verifying creation of an SRD 

You can verify that the SRD was created successfully using of the following methods: 

 From the SRD QuickBuilder Console, select Settings > View SR Definition. If the 
SRD was created successfully, the BMC Service Request Management application 
Service Request Definition form appears. 

 From the SRD QuickBuilder Console, select Other Applications > Request Entry. In 
the BMC Service Request Management application Request Entry form appears, 
search on keywords from the SRD title. If the SRD was created successfully, it 
appears in the search results and is ready for use. 

The newly created SRD appears as an entry in the SR Definition Template table with 
Status=Processed. It can be used to create other SRDs. 
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Creating a simple SRD with the SRD QuickBuilder 

In this section, you will use the SRD QuickBuilder to create a new SRD titled Stand Up a 
VM Image. from the SRD template, Project Initiation Request. 

To create an SRD with the SRD QuickBuilder: 

1. From the Transport Onboarding Console, select Advanced Functions > SRD 
QuickBuilder to access the SRD QuickBuilder Console. 

 

Figure 47 - Accessing the SRD QuickBuilder from the Onboarding Console 
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2. Select Project Initiation Request on the SR Definition Template table and click Create 
SRD. The SRD Wizard appears. 

NOTE: The SR Definition Template Diagram shows that the Project Initiation Request 
SRD template will create a work order using a Work Order Template. The Description 
field provides more detailed information about the SRD template. The Locale value is 
not editable. 

 
Figure 48 - SRD Wizard: Initialize Stage 

3. In the Customer field, select a customer from the menu.  

4. In the Project Name field, select a project, if necessary, that was defined for the 
customer you selected. 

5. Select the Company associated to your customer. 

6. In the SR Definition Values section, set both Regenerate SR Definition? and Reuse 
Process? flags to ‘No.’ New SRD, PDT, AOT and any backend fulfillment templates 
will be created.  

7. Leave the value in the Name Tag unchanged; the default will be used. 

8. Click Next to continue to the Customize Stage. You can change values of the SRD 
and backend entities during the Customize Stage. 
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9. Change the values of the SRD. 

a. On the SR Definition Objects table, select Object Type=Service Request 
Definition. 

b. On the Selected SR Definition Object Values table, select Change the title, 
description, keywords and instructions? 

c. On the SR Definition tab, modify the values of the following fields: 
Title*: Stand Up a VM Image 
Description*: Use this to request a stand up a VM Image. 
Keywords: VM VMWARE 

 
Figure 49 - SRD Wizard: Customize Stage - Change SRD values 
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10. Change the values of the work order template. 

a. On the SR Definition Objects table, select Object Type=Work Order Template. 

b. On the Selected SR Definition Object Values table, select Change the name? 

c. On the SR Definition tab, modify the value of the following field: 
Template Name*: Stand Up a VM Image 

 
Figure 50 - SRD Wizard - Customize Stage - Change WOT values 
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11. Click Next to continue to the Generate Stage. In the Generate Stage, the new SRD is 
created through a 3-step process. 

 
Figure 51 - SRD Wizard - Generate Stage 
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a. Click Create Entry to create entries on the staging forms that make up the new 
SRD. If the Create Entry step is successful, the entries in the SR Definition table 
will have Status=Created. 

 
Figure 52 - SRD Wizard: Generate Stage - Create Entry step 
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b. Click Validate Entry to validate the data on the entries that were created on the 
staging forms. If the Validate Entry step is successful, the entries in the SR 
Definition table will have Status=Validated. 

 
Figure 53 - SRD Wizard: Generate Stage - Validate Entry step 
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c. Click Publish Entry to create the SRD by pushing the data from the staging forms 
to the BMC Service Request Management forms. If the Publish Entry step is 
successful, the entries in the SR Definition table will have Status=Processed.’ 

 
Figure 54 - SRD Wizard: Generate Stage - Publish Entry step 
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NOTE: If processed successfully, the new SRD will appear in the SR Definition 
Template table on the SRD QuickBuilder Console with Status=Processed. It can 
now be used to create other SRDs. 

 
Figure 55 - SR Definition Template table with new SRD entry 
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12. To verify that the SRD was created successfully, select the Stand Up a VM Image 
entry from the SR Definition Template table (on the SRD QuickBuilder Console) and 
complete one of the following: 

 Select Settings > View SR Definition from the navigation bar. The BMC Service 
Request Management application Service Request Definition form appears to 
confirm that the SRD was created. 

 
Figure 56 - BMC Service Request Management: Service Request Definition form 
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 If the SRD is deployed, select Other Applications > Request Entry from the 
navigation bar. Use the BMC Service Request Management application Request 
Entry form that appears to check if a specific SRD is created and ready for use. 
Search on the keywords ‘VM Image.’ The SRD titled Stand Up a VM Image 
appears in the results window. 

 
Figure 57 - BMC Service Request Management: Request Entry form 
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Chapter 6 

Working with SRDs 

The creation of SRDs through the Transport SRD datalinks is an iterative process. It will 
likely take multiple attempts to identify inconsistencies in your data, correct the errors in 
the CSV files, and run the Transport datalinks to load the data to BMC Service Request 
Management. 

This section provides information for handling the SRD data that is created. 

 Deleting SRD data 

 Importing and Exporting SRDs 

Deleting SRD data 

In the process of building SRDs, it is helpful to be able to delete all data from each 
iteration. You could do this by using the Onboarding Console to locate the relevant 
foundation forms and deleting the appropriate entries. However, the SRD datalink has a 
special hook that allows you to take the SRDs offline and delete them. 

One way to leverage this hook is to create a CSV file that takes the SRDs offline and 
deletes them. The srd_delete1.csv file that ships with the Effective Transport application is 
an example of such a file. This file contains an Action line Take SRD Offline and another 
Action line Delete SRD for each SRD that will be deleted (Figure 58). 

 
Figure 58 - srd-delete1.csv file 

To delete the SRDs, create a CSV file (for example, srd_delete1.csv) that includes the line 
Action =Take SRD Offline and Action=Delete SRD for each SRD you wish to delete. 
Specify this CSV file in the Data File field (of the Import SRM data window of the 
Onboarding Console) and run the SRD datalink again. Each SRD listed in this CSV file 
will first be taken offline and then deleted. 
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Figure 59 –Settings for SRD datalink showing srd_delete1.csv as the source Data File 

If you wish to take the SRDs offline without deleting them, create a CSV file (for example, 
srd_offline1.csv) that includes the line Action =Take SRD Offline for each SRD, but do not 
add the line Action=Delete SRD. Specify this CSV file in the Data File field (of the Import 
SRM data window of the Onboarding Console) and run the SRD datalink again. Each 
SRD listed in this CSV file will first be taken offline. 

For each CSV file that you use to onboard SRD data (for example, srd.csv), Effect-Tech 
recommends a best practice of creating corresponding srd_delete.csv and srd_offline.csv 
files to bulk delete or bulk offline all service requests created during the SRD build 
process. 

NOTE: An alternate approach is to create a special datalink (specifically for deleting or 
offline purposes) that points to the appropriate srd_delete.csv or srd_offline.csv file. Refer 
to the Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy Customization 
Guide for information on creating datalinks. 

Importing and Exporting SRD Data 

Once you’ve built a set of SRDs and were able to successfully deploy them on your 
server, you can “move” them to subsequent environments (QA, pre-Production, 
Production) in one of the following ways: 

 Migrating SRD data 

Run the set of datalinks on another server using the precise set of CSV files used on 
the successful deployment. This is the simplest, and therefore recommended, means 
of deploying your SRDs to multiple servers. With this approach, the Transport CSV 
files are the source of truth for your SRDs. 

 Using the SRD Import/Export feature 

Use the Transport SRD Import/Export feature. Note that the SRD Import/Export 
feature is available only through the BMC Remedy User Tool; it is not supported on a 
Web-based client.  

The SRD Export feature exports all accompanying service request definition and 
template data along with the SRD. This includes navigational categories, task, 
incident, work order, change templates, AOTs, PDTs, SRD Level data, and the SRDs 
themselves. However, it does not include operational, product catalog or support 
group-type of foundational data. 
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The Export feature exports only data from the Transport staging forms; it does not 
export data from any of the underlying foundation/application forms. For example, it 
will export data from the EffectTech AOT staging form, but not data from the 
Application Object Template form. Consequently, if you built an SRD using the 
standard Service Catalog Manager console, you cannot export it using the SRD 
Export feature.  

Any images that are referenced in your SRDs must be manually exported and 
imported to the new system using the BMC Data Import tool before you run the SRD 
Import feature. 

NOTE: The SRD Import/Export feature can also be used to retrieve a CSV file 
containing SRDs that were created through the SRD QuickBuilder. See Building 
SRDs with the SRD QuickBuilder for more information on using this Transport tool. 

Exporting SRD Data 

The SRD Export feature creates export files on the local system.  

To export SRD data using the SRD Datalink export feature: 

1. From the left navigation menu on the Onboarding Console, select Advanced 
Functions > SRD QuickBuilder. The SRD QuickBuilder window appears. 

2. From the left navigation menu on the SRD QuickBuilder window, select  
Data > SRD Import/Export. The SRD QuickBuilder Import/Export window appears. 

3. Click the SRD Export tab. The table at the top half of the form lists the SRDs that are 
available for export. Below the table, modify as needed the Server, File Name and 
Path values to use for export. 

 Server – By default, the Server is set to the current server. 

 Job Name – The default file name will look similar to 
ServCatExport_uniqueNumericID_xxx.csv. 

NOTE: The export feature will create multiple files that all share the 
uniqueNumericID. The ‘xxx’ placeholder will be replaced with an indicator of what 
is in the file (e.g. AOT, WOT, PDT, SRD). 

You can change the Job Name to a more readable timestamp or other unique 
indicator, but do not modify the 3-digit (xxx) place holder.  

The following examples are acceptable: 
ServCatExport_June_14_2009_xxx.csv 
ServCatExport_Phase1AJune09_xxx.csv 

NOTE: The following filename is not acceptable, as it does not allow you to 
distinguish between the different file types. 
ServCatExport_Phase1AJune09.csv 

 Path – Directory to which the selected SRD-related files are to be exported.  

Make sure the location specified in the Path field exists on the local system on 
which the BMC Remedy User Tool is running. 

4. Select one of the following methods to export the SRDs: 

 To export all available SRDs and all related data, click Export All. The SRDs and 
all associated meta-data will be exported into separate CSV files. 

 To export a subset of the SRDs and related data, select the SRDs to export from 
the table and click Export Selected. The selected SRDs and all associated meta-
data will be exported into separate CSV files 
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Importing SRD Data 

Before you import SRD data to a remote server using the SRD Import feature, Effect-
Tech recommends you complete the following steps: 

 Verify that the SRD files were successfully exported. To do so, go to the server 
directory specified in the Path field of the Export tab and checked that the exported 
files look correct. 

 
Figure 60 - Server directory with exported CSV files 

 Clear all SRD-related staging forms of data. This step ensures the data that 
appears in the staging forms are a direct result of your import. See Quick Delete of 
Staging Data in the Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy 
User's Guide for more information. 

 Copy or move all SRD files that you wish to import to the AR server on which 
Effective Transport is installed. You will specify the location of these files in the 
Path field on the Import tab.  

 Verify that the Username and Password to the target server are correct. You 
can modify these values through the Command Handler window. To access the 
Command Handler window, click Open Command Setting on the SRD Import tab. 
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To import SRD data using the SRD Import feature: 

1. From the left navigation menu on the Onboarding Console, select Advanced 
Functions > SRD QuickBuilder. The SRD QuickBuilder window appears. 

2. From the left navigation menu on the SRD QuickBuilder window, select  
Data > SRD Import/Export. The SRD QuickBuilder Import/Export window appears. 

 
Figure 61 - SRD Datalink Import/Export window: SRD Import tab 

3. On the SRD Import tab, specify the Server, Job Name and Path values to be used for 
the import. By default, the field information is set to the values used in the last export 
performed.  

 Server – Update the server information to point to the target server of the import. 

 File Name – Name of the file to be imported.  

 Path – Location of SRD files to be imported. These files must be in a location 
accessible to the AR server where Effective Transport is installed.  

NOTE: The lower table shows other completed export jobs. Selecting an export job 
from the table will change the source File Name and Path for the import. 
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4. Review configuration settings in the Command Handler window, and modify, if 
needed. 

a. Select Open Command Setting on the SRD Import tab. The Command Handler 
window appears. 

b. Verify that the values in the following fields are correct for the import process; 
modify values, if needed. 

 User 

 Password 

NOTE: You need to specify the User/Password for the target server if you are 
importing data to a server that is password protected. 

 Server – Name of the target server. 

 Port – Specify port number, if needed. 

 Install/Binary Directory – Location of DataImport.exe utility on the AR Server.  

c. Click Save to save your changes, and close the Command Handler window. 

5. Click Import to start the import process. 

NOTE: The import process is a series of commands that are sent to the target server. 
Because the server may be multi-threaded, the import process will fail if too many 
commands are sent in succession. You will see messages during the import that 
advise you to pause for a few seconds to allow the system to complete certain 
processes. Click OK to continue. 

The following message appears when the import is complete. 

 
Figure 62 - AR System User Note - SRD Import complete 

To check if all entries were successfully imported, from the Onboarding Console click 
Staged Data and then use the Search feature to locate the staging forms corresponding 
to the SRD-related datalinks. All entries should have a status of ‘Processed.’ (See 
Chapter 1 – Understanding the SRD Datalinks for a list of the SRD-related staging 
forms.) 

Errors are reflected in the staging entries that are not processed. Errors are typically due 
to lack of foundation data, such as a support group or operational category. 

For an additional check for validity, you can go to the \Logs directory that is referenced in 
the message. A log is generated for each CSV file during the import process. Review the 
logs for errors, correct entries in the CSV file as needed, and run the SRD import/export 
process again. 
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Chapter 7 

Managing Remedy User Access & Support Groups  

with account-provisioning SRDs 

The Transport Remedy User Account Access and Remedy Support Group Removal 
features enable support staff to update user permissions, functional roles, and support 
group assignments—for themselves or other users—without assistance from IT 
personnel. Provided as a Remedy-specific service request definitions (SRDs) within BMC 
Service Request Management, these are self-service features that allow users to submit 
the following service requests that have automated fulfillment:  

 Remedy User Account Access 

 Grant user access (permission groups, functional roles, access companies, and 
support groups) by assigning pre-defined People profiles to a person 

 Add one or more support groups to a support person 

 Remedy Support Group Removal 

 Remove one or more support groups from a support person 

 
Figure 63 - Remedy User Account Access flow 

To use the Remedy User Account Access and Remedy Support Group Removal 
features, you must import the CSV files (used to create these SRDs) after installation of 
the Effective Transport application. You can import the SRDs by running the Transport 
job Import Auto Provisioning Templates. See the following section Importing account-
provisioning SRDs for information. 

IMPORTANT: To ensure that only authorized users have access to these Transport 
account-provisioning SRDs, Effect-Tech recommends that the appropriate entitlement 
rules and required approvals are established through BMC Service Request 
Management before you use these service request offerings. In addition, Escalations 
must be enabled on the AR Server to complete processing of the account-provisioning 
SRDs. Refer to the BMC Service Request Management User's Guide for more 
information. 
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Importing account-provisioning SRDS 

The Transport job Import Auto Provisioning Templates imports the CSV files that are 
needed to load the Remedy User Account Access and Remedy Support Group Removal 
account-provisioning SRDs.  

NOTE: By default, the account-provisioning SRDs are created with Company set to  
–Global–. You can customize the SRDs to restrict access by Company. See the Effective 
Transport Data Management Suite for BMC Remedy Customization Guide for information 
on modifying the account-provisioning SRDs to fit your requirements.  

To load the account-provisioning SRDs: 

1. On the Onboarding Console left navigational bar, click Manage Jobs. 

2. On the Transport Job Console, select the job entry Import Auto Provisioning 
Templates and click Run. 

NOTE: When running the job, you may get a timeout error. This does not mean that 
the job failed; the job is still being processed in the background. You can click on the 
Refresh button to check the status on the run history (table on the lower right hand 
side). An entry appears with either Result=Pending Job Completion, Success, or 
Error. While the job is being processed, the status will read Result=Pending Job 
Completion. The status value will change to Success if all items were processed 
successfully or to Error if an error was encountered.  

A job status of Result= Success indicates that all datalinks were successfully run and 
data was imported. However, it is possible that individual datalinks encountered 
errors. Review the status of the job items to see the actual results of the job. 

Adding manual inspection to the provisioning process 

For the Transport account-provisioning SRDs, a work order continues through the 
automated provisioning process unless the work order is modified to include manual 
inspection.  

To add manual inspection to a work order: 

1. From the Onboarding Console, select General Functions > Define User Preferences. 
The Transport User Preferences window appears. 

2. On the Account Provisioning tab, select Manual from the drop-down menu of the 
Provision Triggering field. 

3. Click Save. 

IMPORTANT: If you set the Provision Triggering flag to “Manual,” you must set the 
Submitted Flag (on Details 2 tab of the work order) to “AUTOMATION_APPROVED” 
before the provisioning process will proceed. 
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Granting user access based on pre-defined People profiles 

Support managers and other support personnel (the Requesters) can use Remedy User 
Account Access to grant user access based on permissions, functional roles, and access 
companies specified in pre-defined People profiles.  

For example, a support manager can create a People profile called New Employee that 
grants Login with Read/Submit License and assignments to Asset Viewer, Incident 
Viewer, and Problem Viewer Permissions Groups. When a new employee joins the 
department, the support manager can use the Remedy User Account Access feature to 
assign access based on the permissions defined in the New Employee profile. 

NOTE: People profiles must be set to 'Requestable' to be used with the Remedy User 
Account Access feature. You can set a Profile to be Requestable on the Systems tab of 
the People profiles window. For People profiles that require one or more support groups, 
Remedy User Account Access allows the Requesters to select the support group(s) that 
will be added to the user. 

For more information on understanding and working with Transport People profiles, see 
Working with People Data in the Effective Transport Data Management Suite for BMC 
Remedy User's Guide, ITSM and People Data.  

Effective Transport ships with the following People profiles for use with the Remedy User 
Account Access feature. The Existing Profile allows the requestor to add one or more 
support groups to a person without any defined permissions. 

PEOPLE PROFILE LICENSE/LOGIN 
MODEL 

(Unrestricted 
Access: Yes/No) 

PERMISSION 

GROUPS 

LICENSE TYPE FUNCTIONAL 
ROLES 

Asset Manager Login with  
Fixed License 

(No) 

Asset Admin 

Asset Config 

Receiving User 

Purchasing User 

Fixed 

Fixed 

Not Applicable 

Fixed 

Availability Manger 

Catalog Manager Login with 
Fixed License 

(No) 

Entitlement Administrator 

SRM Administrator 

Request Catalog 
Manager 

Task Administrator 

Work Order Config 

Not Applicable 

Not Applicable 

Not Applicable 
 

Not Applicable 

Not Applicable 

Infrastructure Change 
Manager 

Infrastructure Change 
Approver 

Broadcast Submitter 

Change Approver 
(Only) 

Login with 
Floating License 

(No) 

None None Infrastructure Change 
Approver 

Change Implementer Login with 
Fixed License 

(No) 

Incident Viewer 

Problem Viewer 

Task User 

Work Order Viewer 

Infrastructure Change 
User 

Not Applicable 

Not Applicable 

Not Applicable 

Not Applicable 

Fixed 

Infrastructure Change 
Coordinator 
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PEOPLE PROFILE LICENSE/LOGIN 
MODEL 

(Unrestricted 
Access: Yes/No) 

PERMISSION 

GROUPS 

LICENSE TYPE FUNCTIONAL 
ROLES 

Change Manager Login with  
Fixed License 

(No) 

CM Dashboard User 

Incident Viewer 

Knowledge User 

Problem Viewer 

Task User 

Work Order Viewer 

Infrastructure Change 
Master 

Not Applicable 

Not Applicable 

Not Applicable 

Not Applicable 

Not Applicable 

Not Applicable 

Fixed 

Infrastructure Change 
Manager 

Infrastructure Change 
Approver 

Infrastructure Change 
Coordinator 

Support Group Admin 

ET Transport Viewer Login with 
Read/Submit 
license 

ET Transport Viewer N/A None 

Existing Profile 
(Add Support Group) 

Use Existing 
License 

(No) 

None None None 

Incident Manager Login with 
Fixed License 

(No) 

Incident Manger 

Knowledge User 

Problem Viewer 

Infrastructure Change 
Viewer 

Work Order Viewer 

Fixed 

Not Applicable 

Not Applicable 

Not Applicable 
 

Not Applicable 

Broadcast Submitter 

Incident Manager 

Support Group Admin 

ITMS Administrator 
Admin 

Login with 
Fixed License 

(No) 

Config Categorization 
Admin 

Config Group Mapping 
Admin 

Contact Location Admin 

Contact Organization 
Admin 

Contact People Admin 

Contact People HR 
Admin 

Contact Support Admin 

DMT Admin 

DSL Master 

Licensing 

Task Application Config 

Task Administrator 

Not Applicable 
 

Not Applicable 
 

Not Applicable 

Not Applicable 
 

Not Applicable 

Not Applicable 
 

Not Applicable 

Not Applicable 

Not Applicable 

Not Applicable 

Not Applicable 

Not Applicable 

None 

Problem Manager Login with 
Fixed License 

(No) 

Problem Master 

Work Order Viewer 

Knowledge User 

Infrastructure Change 
Viewer 

Incident Viewer 

Fixed 

Not Applicable 

Not Applicable 

Not Applicable 
 

Not Applicable 

Problem Coordinator 

Broadcast Submitter 

Service Desk Analyst Login with 
Fixed License 

(No) 

Incident User Fixed None 

Service Desk 
Coordinator 

Login with 
Fixed License 

(No) 

Incident User Fixed Support Group Lead 
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PEOPLE PROFILE LICENSE/LOGIN 
MODEL 

(Unrestricted 
Access: Yes/No) 

PERMISSION 

GROUPS 

LICENSE TYPE FUNCTIONAL 
ROLES 

Service Request 
Coordinator 

Login with 
Fixed License 

(No) 

Service Request User 

Business Analyst 

Not Applicable 

Not Applicable 

Request Approver 

Work Order 
Implementer 

Login with 
Fixed License 

(No) 

Incident Viewer 

Problem Viewer 

Infrastructure Change 
Viewer 

Work Order User 

Not Applicable 

Not Applicable 

Not Applicable 
 

Not Applicable 

Work Order Assignee 

Work Order Manager Login with 
Fixed License 

(No) 

Incident Viewer 

Problem Viewer 

Infrastructure Change 
Viewer 

Work Order Master 

Task User 

Not Applicable 

Not Applicable 

Not Applicable 
 

Not Applicable 

Not Applicable 

Work Order Manager 

Table 24 - Out-of-box People profiles for Auto Provisioning 

To grant user access and to add support groups with Remedy User Account Access: 

1. From the Applications list on the BMC Remedy IT Service Management home page, 
select Service Request Management > Request Entry. The BMC Service Request 
Management window appears. 

2. Use one of the following methods to select the Remedy User Account Access service 
request. 

 If Remedy User Account Access is listed in the Popular Request panel, select it 
to open the Remedy User Account Provisioning window. 

 In the Search field, enter Remedy User Account Access and click the magnifying 
glass. From the list of Search results, select Remedy User Account Access. The 
Remedy User Account Provisioning window appears. 
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Figure 64 – Remedy User Account Provisioning window: Remedy User Account Access  

3. In the Requested For field, click the On Behalf Of (OBO) Selection icon to select the 
user to grant additional support group permissions to. For example, managers who 
have OBO privileges for themselves and their group members can request additional 
application permissions for themselves or their employees, as needed.  

NOTE: The BMC On-Behalf-Of entitlement rule must already be established for this 
user. Refer to the BMC Service Request Management User's Guide for more 
information. 

4. In the Select a Profile panel, select a People profile that you wish to apply to the 
user.  

Only People profiles that have been set as 'Requestable' appear in the list of Profiles. 
See Working with People Data in the Effective Transport Data Management Suite for 
BMC Remedy User's Guide, ITSM and People Data for information on creating 
People profiles. 

NOTE: Click the double-arrow icon to open the Current Permissions panel to view the 
permissions, support group(s) and functional roles currently assigned to the user. 
The current permissions are retrieved from the person's record in the BMC CTM:People 
form. Note that you must have General Access permissions to view the Current 
Permissions. 

5. In the Select Support Group(s) panel, add support group(s) to the user. 

a. Select the support group(s) you wish to add to the user.  

If you wish to designate one of the support groups as the default support group 
for the user, select it first and then select ‘Yes’ from the drop-down menu (located 
under the Default Group heading). Continue to select the other support group(s) 
to add to the user. 

b. Click the arrow to place the selected profile(s) and support group(s) in the 
Permissions to be Added panel. 
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NOTE: The Select Support Group(s) panel lists all support groups associated with 
Companies that the Requester has access to. You can sort the support groups 
alphabetically by clicking on the Support Group column header. Hover over a support 
group in the panel to view the Company and Organization that the support group is 
associated with. 

You can filter the available support groups by Company or Support Group. Enter a 
Company or Support Group keyword in the Filter By field and click the magnifying 
glass icon. 

6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 to select additional People profiles and support groups. 

7. (optional) If you wish to remove People profiles or support groups from the 
Permissions to be Added list, select the items, and click Remove. 

If you remove a profile, all support groups associated with that profile will also be 
removed. If you remove the last support group that is associated with a profile, the 
profile will also be removed.  

8. Click Submit to create a work order to add the selected Profile(s) and support 
group(s) to the user. When the work order is completed, the profile(s) and support 
group(s) you selected will be added to the user's record in BMC IT Service 
Management. 

Removing users from specific support groups 

Support staff can use the Remedy Support Group Removal feature to remove users from 
support group(s) that they've been assigned to.  

 

Figure 65 – Remedy User Account Provisioning window: Remedy Support Group Removal 
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To remove a user from one or more support groups: 

1. From the Applications list on the BMC Remedy IT Service Management home page, 
select Service Request Management > Request Entry. The BMC Service Request 
Management window appears. 

2. Use one of the following methods to select the Remedy Support Group Removal 
service request. 

 If Remedy Support Group Removal is listed in the Popular Request panel, select 
it to open the Remedy User Account Provisioning window. 

 In the Search field, enter Remedy Support Group Removal and click the 
magnifying glass. From the list of Search results, select Remedy Support Group 
Removal. The Remedy User Account Provisioning window appears. 

3. In the Requested For field, click the On Behalf Of Selection icon to select the user 
that you wish to remove support group(s) from. The support group(s) assigned to the 
user appear in a list below Select Support Group(s) to Remove. 

NOTE: The BMC On-Behalf-Of entitlement rule must already be established for this 
user. 

4. Select the support group(s) that you wish to remove from the user, and click Submit. 
A work order is created to remove the selected support group(s) from the user. When 
the work order is completed, the selected support group(s) will be removed from the 
user's record in BMC IT Service Management. 

NOTE: If you remove the Default support group from the user, the support group that 
is at the top of the list of remaining support groups will become the new Default 
Group. 
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Trouble-shooting Tips for account-provisioning SRDs 

This section provides trouble-shooting tips and workarounds for issues you might 
encounter when using the Remedy User Account Access and the Remedy Support 
Group Removal SRDs. 

 Error: Missing write access  

 

You may encounter this error if you attempt to remove permissions from the 
Permissions to be Added panel, and you do not have a write license on the AR 
Server. To correct this error, set Submitter Mode to ‘Locked’ on the server 
configuration. See the BMC Remedy Action Request System Guide for more 
information.  

 Error: Value does not fall within the limits specified for the field 

 

You will encounter this error when you try to submit a request, but you do not belong 
to a Company of Type = “Operating Company” or “Customer Company.” 
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